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ITTTRODUCTIOK
1
According to ’^eber, '’the modern man is in general, even
with the best will, unable to give religious ideas a significance
for culture and national character which they deserve,” The truth
of this statement is aptly illustrated by the common tendency to
look upon the Protestant Reformation as nothing more than a reli-
gious movement. It is quite true that it was originally a revolt
whose main purpose was to emancipate religion from the tyranny of
the Roman Church, Tlie motives which produced it were for the most
part religious motives, and it concerned itself mainly with reli-
gious issues. Religion, however, is intimately bo^Jind up with the
social structure, and any radical change in the religious field is
bound to make itself felt in the social organism. Consequently,
this movement which began as a religious revolt was soon brought
face to face with definite social issues upon which it was forced
to act, thus giving rise to important social changes. The Reform-
ation was intimately connected v;ith the manifold activities of a
growing civilization, and was not an isolated episode in the course
of history. It was the ’’religious side of a wide-spread and irresis-
tible movement whldh marked the sixteenth centiiry as one of the world’s
creative eras,” This movement was literary, artistic, scientific, e-
conomio, political, and ecclesiastical, and all these various phases
1, The Protestant Stiiio , p, 185»
2. A. Main, ”The History of the Reforimtion,” in Christianity
in ;Uie
Light of Modern Knowledge , p, 5'78,
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2were so interdependent that it is impossible to isolate any one of
them. When we refer to the Reformation, therefore, we refer to a
phase of a great social movement, and shall make no attempt to lim-
it it to purely ecclesiastical matters. Nor shall we attempt to
limit the Reformation to the lifetime of the Reformers. Their deeds,
however great and significant they may have been, were "only impor-
tant episodes in the birth of a new human spirit, steps which the
race in western Rurope was taking to a larger, diviner freedom and
1
life."
Andrews is no doubt correct when he declares that "whatever
contribution*. .the Reformation made to social reform was in the na-
ture of a by-product, and cannot be regarded as part of the original
2
purpose of the movement." Such a conclusion, however, subtracts no-
thing from the social irt^jortance of the Reformation. "It is the
greatest event in modern times," declares the same author, "not be-
cause of its achievements in the sixteenth century, but because the
new truths which it inculcated have been working themselves out in
history ever since."
It has been recognized from the ver3^ beginning that the Re-
formation was intimately related to family, life, but its first im-
pressions were by no means the same as its later Interpretations.
It has, in fact, been the favorite charge of the Catholic Church
that the Reformation was founded upon lust: "in England, upon the
1. Hall, History of Ethics within Organized Chris tianity , p. 366.
2* "Social Principles and Effects of the Reformation," in
and Civili zation , p. 336,
3, Ibid *, p, 355.
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5unholy passion of the king; on the continent, upon the broken vows
1
of a monk and nun." Such an accusation is more sensational than
sane, but it can neither be doubted nor denied that the progress
of the Reformation was hastened by considerations growing out of
the relation of the sexes—out of the celibacy of the clergy, and
out of marriage and divorce legislation. As we shall see later,
the celibate ideal and the ecclesiastical legislation resijlted in
manifold evils and confusion, and in the corruption of fanrlly life.
Consequently'', the reformation of the church issued in a reformation
of the family. Some of its first fruits were the declaration of
the moral and scriptural right of all men aiid women to marry, and
the denial of the sacramental character of the 'rarriage tie. But
these were only beginnings. The Reformers failed to e*ppreciate
the full scope and significance of the truths which they proclaimed,
and of the forces which they set in motion. It is only in recent
times that the full effects of the Reformation on the family are be-
ginning to be felt and realized. It is quite possible that the fin-
al interpretation cannot yet be given, but its effects are realized
to the extent that many students of family affairs are tracing the
present disorganization of family life to its roots in the Reforma-
. .
2
tion.
It is the purpose of this study to discover, if possible, in
how far such a procedure is justified. It is exceedingly difficult
1, Thwing, The Family , p. 32.
2. of, Mowrer, Family Disorg-.nization, pp, 5, 147-9; Thwing, !^m
ily
. pp, 158-9; Calhoun, Cooial History of the American Pb.mi ly ,
pp, 24, 45-44, Vol , I.
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4to guage with any great degree of precision the contributions which
any movement makes to social progress, and the difficulty is especi-
ally great in the case of the Protestant Reformation, since, as we
have noted, the movement was so complex,. Tith so many influences
at work ’’it is extremely difficult to disentangle any single strand
from the complicated thread of causation and estimate its particular
effect upon the social development which ensued.**^
Jith this difficulty in mind let us proceed to an examination
of the movements One of the best approaches to an under standing of
any particular situation is the genetic approach. Therefore, we
shall devote some time to a study of the family life in Pre-Reforma-
tion times. Then we shall investigate the principles laid down by
the Reformers on^he subject of family relations and the direct ef-
fects produced by the movement; and then proceed to a study of the
larger and more general influences which the Reformation generated
in the sphere of family life.
PART I
FAMILY IDHALo AND PR.'^CTIC:ji:S IN PRF-RSFORIl^TION TIllSS
THE CELIBATE IDEAL
2
"For fifteen hundred years," according to Sumner, "the
Christian church fluttered, as in a moral net, in the inconsisten-
cies of the current view of marriage,** Throughout this period it
1, "Social Principles and Effects of the Reformation," in Christ
and Civilization
, p, 559*
2, Folkvvays , p. 400.
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5was swayed by two distinct and seemingly opposite ideals. On the
one hand was the belief in the superior sanctity of the celibate
life, and on the other was the idea of the sacredness of the marriage
bond, 3jet us consider the celibate ideal first*
Tliere seems to be no sijeciaij^orror of unchastity and no trace
of the exaltation of virginity in any of the early Oiristian litera-
ture except the letters of Paul, In the Gospels no special stress is
laid on chastity and there is no denunciation of unchastity unless
Mt. 19, 12 be taken as a possible exception. According to Briffault^,
the CTlementine Homilies speak "in the most charming human tone" of the
joys of married life and of family affection, and strongly insist up-
on the marriage of all priests. The Apostolical Constitutions
.
dat-
ing from an early period, leave virginity "to the power of those that
are willing, as a vow; exhorting them so far in this matter that they
do not promise anything rashly,,.. Let such a Virgin, therefore, be
holy in body and soul,,»to show that her vow is real, and made on ac-
2
count of leisure for piety, not to cast a reproach on marriage."
There is no hint in such a statement that celibac3r is to be prefer-
red above marriage, but the idea soon found its way into Christian
thought.
How this came about is largely a matter of speculation* Theo-
dore Schroeder traces Paulas asceticism to his training in Greek phil-
osophy at Tarsus, whose pop’^ation was largely Greek. Paul’s idea of
marriage, he claims^, was the offspring of Plato’s sexual inversion,
1. The Mothers. Vol . Ill, pp, 370-1,
2. .\nte-Nicene Library . Vol . XVII, p, 115.
5* "The Evolution of Marriage Ideals," in the Arena, Vol , 34, pp, 578-89.
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which rendered him "indifferent—if not impotent—to women," and
gave rise to his "doctrine of passionless love between persons of
the opposite sex," Others trace Christian asceticism to the influence
of the East, which taught that all bodily desires should be resisted
1
as sinful. Others attribute it to a reaction against the moral de-
cadence of Roman society. Enough contemporary evidence exists to
show that the sexual immorality in Imperial Rome was brazen and fla-
grant. According to Miss Coodsell, "Gfourmandizing and attendance
at the brutal games of the circus but served to intensify sexual de-
sires, already over- stimulated, and led to laxity in the relations
of men and women that more than once expressed itself in disgusting
sexual orgies,*^ Against this sensuality the Christians reacted with
deep disgust, and stressed sexual purity, "In proportion to the dif-
ficulty of the task, sexual purity became emphasized above all other
requirements of holiness, and chastitj^ came to be regarded as the su-
preme virtue upon which every other moral quality depended,"
Whatever the source or soiirces of the celibate ideal may be—
and it is beyond our subject—it finds its early and clear statement
in the writings of Paul, who looked upon marriage as a concession to
human weakness. Re v;o’uld have all remain single, but "if they cannot
contain," he says, "let them marry; for it is better to marry than to
4
bum," His views, of course, are to be considered in the light of
his firm belief that the Lord was soon to return and that there was
1, Messer, The Eamily in the Making , p. 148.
2, Problems of the Family , p, 47,
5, Briffa'olt, The Mothers , Vol . IH» P* 371,
4, I Corinthians, 7, 9*
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7therefore neither time for nor necessity of establishing family re-
lationships, The Church Fathers, however, stripped Paul ' s views
from their original context and set them up as the ideal of the
Church. St. Jerome, referring to Paulas words, comments: "It is
good to mari-y simply because it is bad to burn," In a reply to cri-
tics who attacjl^ed his '/lews of marriage, he declared: "I praise wed-
1
lock, I praise marriage, but it is because they give ms virgins,"
St, Augustine declared that "the celibates will shine in heaven like
2
brilliant stars, wMle their parents are like dark stars." The Fa-
thers did not hesitate to carry their advocacy of virginity to its
logical consequence: Ambrose and Tertollian both declared that cel-
ibacy must be chosen even if manlcind should perish. Thus it is evi-
dent that Paula’s authority, reinforced by the asceticism of the ^fe.st
and by the reaction against the sensuous elements of the Greco-Roman
ci-'/ilization, eventually carried the day, and became firmly fixed in
Christian thought. Sexual continence came to be regarded as equally
important with the essential doctrines of the Christian faith, and
was proclaimed as the chief of all Christian virtues.
CFLIBACY OF THE CLSRTf
The first official manifestation of the growing regard" for
the celibate ideal is to be seen in the legislation concerning se-
cond marriages,"^ The Church did not at first absolutely prohibit
1. Goodsell, The Family as a Social and Educational Institutional , p. I37,
2, Bebel, Toman under Socialism , p, 5I,
5. Briffault, The Mothers , Vol, III, P, 374,
4, Lea, History of Sacerdotal Celibacy , Vol, I, p, 25,
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8the repitition of matrimoni'' among the laity, hut "at an early though
uncertain period" it ms rendered obligatory for the priesthood, "thus
for the first time drawing a distinct line of separation between the
great body of the faithfial and those who officiated as ministers of
ClTrist."^ In t)iis manner it "beciime firmly and irrevocably established
that no 'digamus* or husband of a second wife was admissible to holy
1
orders
Until about the third century the clergy used their own discre-
tion concerning marriage. Those holding to the essential superiority
of the celibate life naturally believed that they should remain unmar-
ried, but no Church rule specified it as needful. But near the close
of the century it became recognized that, since each man should "abide
in that calling wherein he was called," the clergy should not contract
marriage after their ordination, although they were allov/ed to retain
wives whom they may have had before.
'
"From this position it was a natural step to the view that af-
ter ordination clerics shojld cease to maintain conjugal relations
with their wives—a vievf which could scarcely have been put forth ex-
4
cept by a council of celibatear," Accordingly, the Spanish Council of
Elvira, in 305, declared that "all concerned in the ministry of the
altar should maintain entire abstinence from their wives ijnder pain of
5
forfeiting their positions." To reinforce this rule it was further
decreed that no ecclesiastic should permit any woman to dwell vlth him
1. Ibid , p. 25. 2. I Corinthians . 7, 20.
3, Lea, History of Cacerdo tal Celibacy
,
Vol
. I, p, 28.
4, Foley, "Marriage, (Christian)," In Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics .
5, Lea, History of Sacerdotal Celibacy, Vol . I, p, 45.
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9'•except a sister or a mother, sind even these only when hound by a
1
vow of virginity.'* It is true that this was only a local ^nod
whose canons did not effect churches- beyond its own limits, but it
represents the trend of the times.
The first definite command imposing perpetual celibacy on all
the clerg3mien was issued by the Roman '^nod, to which the date 384 is
'•conjectiJirally assigned,'*' From that time on sacerdotal celibacy has
been theoretically required by the Catholic Chruch, although its his-
tory, until the time of the Reformation, is a story of cycles of lapse
and reform. The lowest ebb was reached at the beginning of the eleventh
oentuT37 when there was an "all pervadir.g laxity" in this regard, "Though
the ancient canons were still theoret icall3’- in force, they were practi-
cally obsolete everywhere. Legitimate marriage or promiscuous proflig-
acy was almost \miversal, in some places unconcealed, in others covered
with a thin veil of hypocris3'', according as the teinper of the ruling
2
prelate might be indulgent or severe," "^e shall consider later the
state of affairs in this regard as the time the Reformation began.
THE SACRAIfENTAL THEORY OF T£A.RRIAGE
It is indeed strange that side b3^' side with the ideal of celi-
bacy was an almost opposite belief that marriage was a "holy estate."
Throughout all the Middle Ages these two diverse views were held at
the same time by the same individuals. Tertullian, who proclaimed
1, Ibid , p. 43.
2, Ibid , p, 182.
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that celihaoy must he ohosen even If raarLkind perished, speaks of
"the happiness of that marriage which the church cements, and the
ohlation confirms, and the henediction signs and seals, angels re-
port, the Father holds as ratified.”^ It seems almost incredible
that the '^h^ch could rever<^nce virginity and cast contumely on the
sexual relationship, and at the same time seek to confer upon mar-
2
riage a dignified and religious character, Howard sees here no-
thing hut **irreconcilahle contradictions,'* "On the one hand," he
writes, '^narriage is a sacrament, a holy mystery,... On the other
hand, though possessing a sacramental character, it is hut a compro-
mise ^vith lust, from which the saint may well abstain," Havelock
Ellis, on the contrary, holds that these tvYo positions are quite
compatible, "The very depreciation of the sexual instinct," he
writes, "involved the necessit^Y, since the instinct could not he
uprooted, of constituting for it a legitimate channel, so that ec-
clesiastical matrimony ‘vas, it '^las- been said, 'analogous to a li-
cer.se to sell intoxicating liqours. ' , . ,Matrimon37 exhibited the
power of the CJIiurch to confer on the license a dignity and distinc-
tion which wo’jld clearly separate it from the general stream of
lust, Sexual enjoyment is impure, the faithf^ul cannot partake of
it until it has beencpurified by the ministrations of the Church,
The solemnization of marriage was the necessa^^y result of the sanc-
3
tification of virginity,"
1, Donaldson,'*The Position of Tomen among the Early Christians," in
Contemporary Review, Vol
. 56, p, 444,
2, History of Matrimonial Igstitutions , Vol . I, p, 326.
3, Studies in the Psychology of Cex, Vol, 6, p. 434.
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The CJhuroh Fathers may not have seen so deeply into the situ-
ation as Fllis thinks, hut it is quite evident that they attempted
at an early date to bring marriage under the jurisdiction of the
Church, and to raise it to a high place, Ignatius, although he may
h^ve been as much interested in extending the power of the bishop
as in sanctifying marriage, declared in the first century tliat ”it
becomes both men and women to form their union with the approval of
their bishop, tliat their ma^-riage may be according to the Lord and
1
not after their own lust,'’
By the aeoond half of the twelfth centixry the doctrine of the
sacramental character of marriage was thoroughlj'’ established in the
western Church. The early Christians, basing their conception on
Fohesians 5, 31-32, regarded marriage as one of the holy '*m3/steries'*
to which the name '’sacrament” was given, but it was not differentia-
ted as one of the seven sacraments of the Church until 1164, when it
was clearly recognized as such in the Centenoes of Peter Lombard,
This conception was made canonical b3'’ the Council of '^rent (1565),
which decreed, “If any man should say, matri:aon3'’ is not truly and
properly one of the seven sacraments of the Cospel Law, instituted
by Christ, but an invention of man, not conferring grace, let him
5
be anathema,”
This conception of marriage has persisted in the Catholic
Church to the present time. The Encyclical of Leo JCIII declares
1, Coodsell, Problems of the Famil 3^ , p, 49.
2, Howard, Matrimonial Institutions , Vol , I, p, 332*
3, Selinger, ’’Marriage, tJoral and Canonical aspect of,” in Catholic
Encyclopedia,
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that ’’marriage has God for its author, and was from the very begin-
ning a kind of foreshadowi ng of the Inoarnation of the Divine T7ord;
conse'juently
,
there abides in it a something holy and religious; not
extraneous but innate; not derived from man, but implanted by nature,"
^
2
Another .^atholio authority defines marriage as divine in origin and
sacred, "being Intended primarily by the Author of life to perpetuate
His creative act and to beget children of God; its secondary ends are
mutual society and help, and a lawful remedy for concupiscence,"
This definition juxtaposes the two divergent ideals of which
we have been dealing. The same position was held by the Mediaeval
Ghurch; marriage was a sacrament; still it was but a remedy for forni-
cation, The paradox! Ciil nat’xre of this prevailing dogma was well
brought out, and even emphasized, by the Council of Trent, which ana-
thematized those who say "that matrimony is not truly and properly
one of the seven sacr;aments , " as well as those who say "that the mar-
riage state is to be placed above the state of virginity, or of celi-
bacy, and that it is not better and more blessed to remain in virgin-
3
ity, or in celibacy, than to be united in matrimony,"
This theory of the sacramental nature of wedlock had two conse-
quences of vast importance. The first was the dogma of the indissolu-
bility of the marriage bond, which involved the whole question of se-
paration and divorce. The second was the exclusive jurisdiction of
the Church in matrimonial questions. These shall engage our attention
next,
1, Lehmloihl, "Marriage, Sacrament of," in Catholic Hncyoloredia .
2, Selinger, "Marriage, Moral and Canonical Aspect of," Ibid .
3, Howard, Matrimonial Igstitutions
,
Vol, I, p, 329, note 2,
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iriDI3S0LUBILITY CF THE ?£ARRIACfE BOND
Ag the sHcramental theory of the marriage "bond cr3r«rtaliized
into a hard and fast dogma, the Christian leaders became more and
more unwilling to sanction divorce for any cause whatever. Between
the first assertion of the Christian doctrine of marriage and the
final triumph of the canonical theory of absolute indissolubility
of the marriage bond there intervenes a struggle of hundreds of
years, whose course may be rapidly traced. This theory arose as a
protest against the extreme laxit.yjof the raarriage tie in Roman so-
ciety. By the beginning of the Christian era marriage among the
Romans had become a mere matter of private agreement, and divorce
1
was a "formless private transaction," Under such freedom of di-
vorce "the laxity of the nuptial bond became a notorious scandal,"
and at the captial, "especially in the imperial circle, wives as
well as husbands gave free rein to their licentious passions."
Many distinguished and reputable persons put away their partners
on purely selfish or absurdly trivial grounds.
It is not surprising that man;'' of the leaders of the Christian
Church considered this la)^ity of the inarriage bond as one of the
Ceruses of t}ie degradation of Roman society, and made an earnest ef-
fort to restrict the liberty of separation. The various New Testa-
ment passages relating to the subject of divorce are disjointed and
confusing in details^ This resulted in much division of opinion
1. Ibid . II, p. 16.
2. Ibid . II, p, 17.
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imong the Church Fathers, and harmony was reached only after many
centuries of struggle. '7e are interested in the general results
of this struggle, and shall not pause to follow the tlieologiana
through their long arguments.
The strict doctrine of the Farly Church took a definite form
with augustine, and the masters of later times looked hack to him
as to an authoritative canon of interpretation. According to Ssmein,
he gave to the dogma of indissolubility a “basis solid, in a measure
scientific. He gave it a consistency forced f’-om the sacrament of
marriage^ He set aside at one stroke all the causes of divorce ad-
mitted by the secular law: sickness, captivity, prolonged absence.
He was, one may say, the artisan who gave the final toiich to the
1
theory of indissolubility According to Augustine, adulterer is
the only scriptural ground for serjaration, but even thi$ does not
dissolve the nuptial bond. This strict theory/- of indissolubility
was established as the rule of the Church by the Council of Carth-
age in 407, but the firmest strand of Christianity seemed pop'erless
against the Roman principle of divorce by mutual consent, and the
strict theory of the Fathers came very short of realization. Numer-
ous reforms were attempted, but without much success, Justinian,
for example, decreed that separation by mutual consent should be
permitted only when both partners were about to enter the cloister.
Hut this prohibition was short-lived; “poisoning or other attempts
upon life among married people increased in so frightful a manner"
1. Ibid. II, p. 26-27,
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that the provision ’vas abrogated by his suooessor.
Numerous oompromises "dth popular sentiment by the Fathers,
the popes, and the councils, led to many discordant utterances, and
these had to be explained away or harmonized before the dogma could
reach a high degree of effectiveness. This work was performed by
the canonists, vho, '’little \>y little,., in tedious succession,'' ac-
dording to Howard, "brought order out of confusion and agreement out
of contradiction. Through special pleading and violent assumption,
unsorupi-ilous twisting and suppressing of texts, earnest argviment
and childish allegory, the law of divorce was graduall3^ brought in-
to some degree of harmony with the sacramental theory of marriage. •
The middle of the tenth century saw the task virtually accomplished
at the hands of Gratian and Peter Lombard, the master builders of
2
the canon law," The doctrine of the indissolubilit3^ of the marriage
bond at that time became firmlji" established, and is still held by the
3
Gatholic Church, A modern '.Triter sets forth the Catholic view on
this point as follows r Marriage, he says, is not "a mere social un-
ion entered upon for certain specific objects with reservation of
the right to withdraw from it in case of failure. It is an entire
union, , .retaining its effect in spite of subsequent disappointment.
It is a natural ’onion, as intimate and indestructible as that of pa-
rent and child," The relationship "may be frustrated by separation,"
and the partners' "mutual obligations may be obscured or suspended,
1, Ibid , II, p. 30. 2, Ibid , II, pp. 51-52.
5, Lacey, Marriage in Church and Ctate , pp. 17-18,
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"but it cuiinot be definitely oanoelled."
7e shall note later how this theory aotu illjr v.’orked in prac-
tice, and shall point out the "ecclesiastical hair-splittings'* to
which it gave rise,
:5XC:LUgiV3 !1:CC1E'5IA3TICAL jurisdiction of Tl^mRIAGE
The second consequence of the theory of the sacramental
theory of marriage was the exclusive jurisdiction of the Church
in marriage matters. For more than three centuries Christianity
was seeking to establish itself in th^idst of a paga,n society
whose marriage customs were firmly fixed; and "the spirit of an-
1
cient custom ;^ielded but stubbornly to ecclesiastical influence,"
The Church leaders were early confronted with the problem of either
accepting or rejecting the Roman and Germanic practices with regard
to betrothal and nuptials, ;and it seems that they at first accepted
these custOTis as they stood, forbidding only such pagan rites as were
clearly opposed to Christian principles, "In an indulgent spirit
much to its credit the early Church permitted Christians to attend
the family festivals of their non-Christiiin friends even when pagan
2
sacrifices were performed,"
Though she might content herself with the pagan forms of mar-
riage, the Church sought at an early age to give the ceremony a new
meaning, and urged co^;5)les to secure the blessing of the priest up-
1, Howard, Matrimonial Institutions , Vol^ II, p, 40.
2. Coodsell, Problems of the Family , p, 45,
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on their union. ’’In order at the very outeet to fill the wedded
life with the ‘bleseing and spirit of the Christian life, the church,
without reference to the matrimonial law in force, demanded of her
members that the very beginning of marriage should be placed under
1
the word of Grod and be hallowed by its power," At an early date
there Is evidence of a priestly benediction in connection with the
marriage. This benediction, however, was not essential to a valid
marriage; although it might have been regarded as very important
from a religious point of view.
In early times the marriage Wis arranged by the father of
the bride, and the ceremony was performed by him in the home, la-
ter the bride gained the power of marriage by consent, and could
not be married against her will, along with the right of marriage
by consent, the parties gained the right of choosing someone to per-
form the ceremony, "In the place of the natuml guardian, who ori-
ginally possessed the sole legal right to officiate at tiie tradi-
tion of the bride, appears often a ’chosen guardian,’ selected by
the bride or ’03^ the betrothed couple. The person thus selected may
be the father or other relative of the bride, or any third person
whatever," It is only natural that man:'' couples would choose their
pastor for this purpose; so this "practice of choosing a third party
to assist the bride has an important bearing, ..on the development
T
o
of the functions of the clergy in the marriage celebration,"
1, Howard, Matrimonial Inst itutions , Yol , I,' p. 293,
2, Ibid , I^ p. 281,
5, Ibid , Ity p, 283.
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It gradually beoarae the custom of the newly we>dded pair, af-
ter the solemnization of the nuptials, to attend the rd. igious ser-
vice in the oliurch, partake of the sacrament, and receive the priest-
ly benediction on their future married life. Tliis service ms at
first the ordinary service, but after a considerable interval new
phases were introduced into the rit'jal especially applicable to the
wedded pair* The nuptials now consisted of fr'.vo distinct acts. The
first was the marriage ceremony in its usual form. The second was
the religious service, often celebrated on the day following the
bridal night, when the couple went to the church and celebrated the
bride-mass and received the benediction of the priest. This reli-
gious act, however, had no legal signi ficance, although it was pro-
bably performed by all good Christians as a religious duty*^ From
this time on, the Church made rapid progress in its invasion of mat-
timonial matters. An elaborate and imposing ritual was developed,
and the priest who had formerly onl3/ assisted as orator and bestowed
his benediction, gained the exclusive right of performing the cere-
mony* The l^arties no longer simplj'' married themselves b3;’ repeating
after the priest the solemn words of the nuptial vow; but in addi-
tion, the priest gave "the womiin to the man, sa3/ing in Latin words:
I join 3^ou in the name of the Father, the Con, and the Holy Ghost,
2
Amen,
"
The marriage ceremony which in Hone was a private contract
1* Ibid , pp* 296-7.
2, VA d . I, p* 510,
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had novv developed, under the influence of Christianity
,
into a re-
ligious saoraiaent over which the Church held exclusive jurisdiction.
'The whole domain of marriage," says Hohhouse,^ "wag in the end con-
luered hy the church," The conception of marriage which developed
during this period, and which is still held "by the Catholic Chvirch,
is s-et forth as follows: "The Church being the Divinely appointed
(f-istodian of all sacraments, it belongs to her jurisdiction to in-
terpret and apply the Divine law of marriage. The Church derives
her power to legislate in Matrimonial aff^rs, not from the State,
but fi'om Christ; and acts, not on sufferance, but by Di-'/L ne right.
She recognizes the duty^^f the State to take cognizance of Christian
marriage, in order to insure certain civic effects, but her juris-
2
diction is superior and of Divine origin,'*
The 'Catholic Church was never able to rid itself of the con-
tradiction inherent in its conception of the nature of marriage and
its jurisdiction over it. The dilemma was met in the Council of
Trent, and it came near blocking the action of the coimcil in several
regards. How co’Jild she legislate concerning a holy mystery which
God had ordained without suggesting the humar|iature of the contract
and implying the right of the state to exercise a similar control.
This council, however, maintained their doctrine of the exclusive
3jurisdiction of the Church in matrimonial affairs.
1, Morals in %oldtion , p, 215#
2, Celinger, "i«!arriage
,
Moi^al and Canonical Aspect of," in Cp,tholic
Hnoyclopedia ,
3* Howard, Matriiaonial IflS titut ions , Vol. T, pp, 339-40,
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THS CATHOLIC CHUR'CH AND DIVORCE
Thus far we have been dealing with t^o outstanding Catho-
lic conceptions of marriage and family relationships, ’*^e have not-
ed how the celihate ideal developed and found a firm place in reli-
gious thought, and how it finally issued in legislation requiring
sacerdotal celibacy, We have traced the development of the sacra-
mental threory. of marriage, and pointed out how it issued in the in-
dissolubility of the marriage bond, and in the exclusive ecclesias-
tical jurisdiction over all matrimonial matters, Te now turn to an
investigation of how these idesals and legislative measures worked
themselves out in practical family affairs, and how thej^ influenced,
either for good or for ill, the family life of the peojjle. In this
way we shall be able to discover the nature of affairs at the time
the -J^eformers began their work,
James Bryce, in reference to family ideals and practices,
writes that ^the ideal and the actual have never been more disjoined
than in the Middle Ages,”^ There is no better illustration of the
truth of this statement than the great contrast between the theory
of the indissolubility of the marriage tie and the frequency of what,
for all practical purposes, amounts to divorce. Although the Church
held marriage to be a sacrament, and therefore indissoluble, and pro-
hibited a complete severance of a duly constituted marriage, she
1, Studies in History and Juri sprudence , p, 858,
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nevertheless recognized t'vo legal processes which were popularly
called divorces. The terra divert i^ora a mensa et thoro (separation
from "bed and hoard) refers to a judicial separation of husband and
wife which does not touch the marriage tie itself. It separates
the two parties from their joint life in one house-hold, out leaves
them still man and wife, and therefore unable to marry any other
1
person. As finally settled the canon law permits such a separation
on three grounds. The first is adultery, and applies to the man and
woman alike. The second is "spiritual adultery," being "historical-
ly an enlargement of the first cause through allegorical interpreta-
tion," and usuallj'- referSto heresy or apostas:/ of one of the persons.
The third ground for separation is cruelty committed by one partner
2
against the other.
The second form of separation ( divortium a vinculo matrimonii )
is a declaration by ecclesiastical authorit 3^ that the marriage had
been null from the beginning on the ground of some canonical impedi-
ments The oinons perscribing these impediments, according to Tir’/ing,
were "marvels of ingenuity," recognizing seven different impediments
to marriage, among which v^ere from four to seven degrees of natural
consanguinity
,
besides the spiritual affinities gained in baptism.
These for*bidden degrees made it possible to have alraost an3>- iiarriage
pronounced null and void. Some, in fact, decl;are that "the multi-
plication of impediments made the formation of a valid marriage a
1. Ibid , p. 827.
2. Howard, Matrimonial Institutions . Vol , II, pp. 53-54.
3. The Family . p, 83,
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matter of chanoe* Tills is no doutt an overstatement of the actual
situation, although it would be nearer possible during the Middle
Ages than now, due to the much ©ore static nature of their communi-
ties, Te can be ^uite sure, however, that the actual situation fell
far short of the ideal. For all practical purposes, marriage
was not indissoluble, and there existed a very wide libert3r of di-
2
vorce, though, as Howard points out, ”it existed mainly for those
who were able to pay the ecclesiastical Judge for finding a way
through the tortuous maze of forbidden degrees,'* According to Dealy,^
•*no teaching of the Church developed in the Middle Ages more cayfsu-
istry and chicanery than ecclesiasticaljhair-splittings about divorce,**
Under such procedure as this lurked the germs of perjury and fraud,
Thwing writes that **the annulling of marriages, which >iad been con-
tracted within the prohibited degrees, became a flourishing business
of the Church, No exercise of its power yielded more money, or caused
more scandal, Co tangled was the casuistry respecting marriage, at
the beginning of the sixteenth century, that it might be said that,
for a sufficient consideration, a canonical flaw could be found in
4
almost any marriage,'*
An outstanding example of the marvelous reso'urces of the Church
in making and unmaking marriages is the matrimonial adventure of Mar-
garet Tudor, daughter of Henry 7II, '*To enable her to marry King
James 17, of Scotland a papal dispensation w .s requisite, as they
1, Hequoted from Ctockton, Marriage considered from Legal and Fcolesi-
astical Viewpoints
, p, 14,
2, Matrimonial Institutions
,
Vol , II, p, 56.
3, The Family in its Cociologi cal Aspects , p, 55.
4, The Family, p. 33.
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were rel;.ited within the fo’orth degree. After he was slain at the
“battle of Flodden (1513), Margaret espoused Archibald Douglas, sixth
earl of **ngus; and from hi:n in 1527 she obtained by papal authority
a divorce 'on the desparate plea first brought fonvard in 1525 that
Jaraes 17, had lived for three years after Flodden,' and so was alive
at the time of her second nuptials. In vain she tried to rid herself
of her third consort, Henry 3tuart, on the pretext that her previous
cohabitation with her husband’s fo'orth cousin, the earl of Angus, had
1
created a bar to their marriage through affinity,"
Such cases, of courseware outstanding, and do not rejjresentthe
family life of the mass of the people. Miss Goodsell is convinced
that "frhe teaching of the Chirch that wedlock is a sacred indissoluble
relationship, in which the man and woman 'become one flesh'
,
unques-
tionably stabilized the family during the unsettled centuries of the
Middle Ages and lent seriousness and dignit:?’ to the marriage relation,"
At the time of the Reformation, however, there was enough ecclesiasti-
cal jugglery and enough corruption in the matrimonial courts that Mar-
tin Luther could wage against the Ihurch a well-deserved attack,
THE ANTAGONISM 3ET7EEN 7\LID AND LEGAL CONTRACTS
Another source of evil and confusion was the distinction drawn,
between valid and legal marriages, 7e have already pointed out that
one of the leading elements in the canonical conception of marriage
1, Howard, Matr imonial Institutions . Vol, II, pp, 57-58,
2, Problems of the Family , p, 52,

PA
was that It was **a lawful remedy for ooncupioence. ” Marriage
must therefore he open to all, lest people fall into greater sin.
•'The chief conoern of the CJhuroh (with regard to mar-riage) was to
save souls hy preventing the deadly sin of fornioation, Hence,
marriage was reduced to its simplest possible terms, ;ind the CThurch
was led to the position that the consent of the parties alone is
the only thing necessary to constitute a valid marriage. This, ac-
cording to Bryce, was the main principle of the oanon law dov;n to
the Council of Trent, Disregard of the ecclesiastical forms, hy
which a marriage ivas rendered legal, was frequently met with severe
censures, and it became a breach of the best morals to marry without
them, hut the omission of such a ceremony did not effect the validity
of the contract. According to Stockton,^ we find **no doctrine set
forth on the continent hy the Christian Chiirch for the first fifteen
hundred years, that a religious ceremony was an essential part of the
marriage. The Church uniforml^r held that the mutual consentof the par-
ties.,, vras what constituted marriage, and v?as the essential element
from a religious viewpoint,^ But however '* valid” the marriage might
he, it was not ”legal” unless the ceremony was performed as perscrihed
by the Church, "A pu^^ing sind disastrous antagonism between legality
4
and validity was thus created,” As Testermarck puts it, the lack of
the ecclesiastical ceremony was a *prohihitor3^* Impediment rendering
the marriage illicit, hut not a ’diriment’ impediment rendering it null
1, Hohhouse, Morals in Evolution, p, 213.
2, ??tudies in History and Juri sprudeno
e
. p, 812,
5, Marriage from Legal and Hoclesiast ioal Viewpoints, p, 14,
4, Ho'jsard, Matrimonial institutions , Vol. I, p, 359.
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and void^^
This cleared the way for clandestine rairriages. "Lest with-
out a safety-valve tho temptations of the flesh should "become too
strong for weak human nature, and lest access to a sacrament should
be hindered, it was deemed necessary to discard all restraints ori-
7w
ginating in mere •human convention,'" Hence, children arriving at
the age of puberty might contract a valid mrriage without the con-
sent, or even against the will, of their parents. Their own private,
or even secret, agreement was declared sufficient for a valid con-
tract, Such a system naturally led to no small amount of confusion,
3
How^ard goes so f;ir as to affirm that it often became "impossible for
the courts or even the parties themselves to know whether a man and a
woman were legally husband and wife or their children legitimate,"
The soiorce of this confusion was a ptiintof attack from the Reformers,
CONFUSION ARISING PROM PRESENT .AND FUTURE CONTRACTS
Confusion arose from another so’orce. The Church drew a dis-
tinction between present and future contracts which overlaid the Canon
law with verbal subtleties and gave rise to manifold confusion. Three
streams of influence went into the making of the Canon law, the Roman,
the Teutonic, tuid the Christian; and the famous classification of con-
tracts as future and present represents an attraept to combine all three.
The Roman betrothal was a free and private agreement between the man
1, Hi story of Human Marriage . Vol . II, p, 339.
R, Howard, Matrimonial Institutions , Vol, I, 339.
3. Ibid ,. Vol , I, p. 340,
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ind the worac^in, a promise to marry in the future which might 7je dis-
solved at the pleasure of either party. The Oerman betrothal, on
tlie other hand, was the essential part of the inarriage itself. The
betrothal vias a legal contract; those bo\md by the contract were
practically man and wife, and either could resort to co'urt action
to enforce the contract, Christianity overlaid these two conflic-
ting viev?s with its theory of the sacramental nature of marriage,
and formulated its classification of contracts as sponsalia per verba
1
de prctesentl and sponsalia per verba de future
.
^'^ccording to the first, the man and woman declared, in words
of the present tense, that they took each other from that moment for-
ward as husband and wife. Since the essential element of the Canon
law marriage was the consen"l|of the parties, this contract was a valid
marriage, even though it was not followed by actual wedded union* And
being a ^/alid marriage, it vvas sacramental in character, and was there-
fore indissoluble, '^It could be sustained agairxrt a subsequent con-
tract publicly celebrated according to ecoleslastical forms and fol-
2lowed by years of wedded life,'* This, aooording to Howard, was ''un-
questionably the doctrine of the canon law of western Christendom,**
The betrothal future , on the other hand, was a promise for
future wedlook. Physical union, when preceded b3'’ such a contract was
considered a binding marriage. The canonists added confusion to this
point by their theor3'’ of "pres’omptive marriage," The copula oeurnalls
1. Ibid . I, p. 337,
2, Ibid , I, p. 315.
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was nade a legal ground for assuming the foregoing promise to wed^
and the "rule was laid down tJiat it is always necessary to judge in
favor of m;irriage unless the contf'ary he clearly understood,"^
From these two forms of contract it is 'luite evident that
marriage was extremely easy. The canonists, according to Howard,^
"in a way set a snare for human nature to beguile the imprudent in-
to the matrimonial state," Havelock Ellis believes that "the most
serious and the most profo’ondly 'unnatural feature of this ecclesi-
astical conception of marriage was the flagrant contradiction be-
tween the extreme facility with which the gate of marriage was flung
open to the yo'jing couple, even if they were little more than child-
ren, and the extreme rigor 'vith which it was locked and bolted when
they were inside,"^
THE E-'/ILS FROTi THE C5LIEATE IDEAL
Besides the great confusion arising from the verble subtle-
ties of present and future contracts, and the distinctions betv/een
valid and legal irarriage, v/ere many widespread evils which arose
from the unnatural ideal of celibacy. Among theee were the corrup-
tion of the clerg;r and the people, the low opinions regarding women,
and the low estimation of the married state, Te shall first consi-
der the immorality of the people^
At an early date Tertullian did not hesitate to assert that
1. Ibid, I, p, 338,
2. Ibid , I, p, 338.
3. Studies in the Psycholog;/ of Sex , 7ol, p, 438.
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the desire of enjoying the reputation of virginity led to much se-
cret iiinnorality, v;hose effects were concealed by resort to infanti-
cide.^ The fiery denunciations of Jerome at the close of the fourth
century show that the evils resulting from celibacy were still a cor-
roding cancer in the purity of the Church, and that its suppression
2
was a matter of utmost importance. In the fifteenth century, accord-
ing to Lea^, “nunneries were brothels, and to take the veil was sim-
ply another mode of becoming a public prostitute. “ Cuch generaliza-
tions are misleading, but one cannot deny the existence of 'widespread
immorality. Lea perhaps writes with greater accuracy when he declares
that “there can be no denial of the fact, that notorious and undis-
guised illicit unions, or still more debasing secret licentiousness,
v^as a universal and perva-ding vice of the Church throughout Christen-
4
dom,“ There are too many traces of it in the ecclesiastical legisla-
tion of the thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth centuries to c:ill it
into question, and if no evidence existed except the constant efforts
to suppress it, that alone would be sufficient.
Such vice was not confined to the laity, A tract from the
first part of the fifteenth century declares that “in most of the di-
oceses the parish priests openly kept concubines, which they were
5
permitted to do on payment of a t^ax to their bishops,” In some
places it was the custom to “oblige a new pastor, on entering upon
his functions, to select a concubine, as a necessary'’ protection to
1. Lea, History of laoerdotal Celibacy , Vol . I,, p. 31.
2, Ibid . Hoi. I, p. 48. 3, Ibid . Vol. II, p. 2,
4, Ibid. Vol . I, P. 412. 5. IMl- P*
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the virtue of his female parishioners, and to the peace of the fami-
lies intrusted to his spiritual direction, Lecl^r likewise affirms
2the existence of this custom
,
and declares that ''shortly before the
Reformation, complaints became loud and frequent of the employment
of the confessional for purposes of debauchery,"
1
lea holds the "nominally celibate clergy" to be "largely re-
sponsible" for the laxity of morals which is a characteristic of Medi-
aeval soceity. One is inclined to believe that their immorality ms
more a ssmaptom than a cause, although it naturally/ would have a de-
grading influence upon t".ose who looked to them for spiritual guid-
ance, leading them into practices akin to their owi, and rendering
worthless any rebuke of vice. Ant it is quite evident tle-t it shut
the priests away from a legitimate married life in a Christian home,
and introduced them to the "degrading influences of a potent vice
4
secretly practiced."
A remarkable illustration of the way in which the ecclesias-
tical system accommodated itself to the moral "slips" of the church-
men, while remaining mercilessl3/' intolerant of the low estate of wed-
lock, is f’Jirnished by the famous and tragis story of Abelard and
Heloise, which Taylor tells in The T>iediaeval Mind . The fact that
Abelard was a canon when his love arose was no Impediment to the
gratification of his paesion in such a state of morals as existed
in the twelfth century. The wrecking influence in the career of
1, Ibid, Vol, I, p* 400, and 581.
2, History of European Morals , Vol . II, p» 555.
3, Ibid. Vol. II, p. 351.
4, Thwing, The Eamily , p. 77,
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this rising young olerio fltas not his illicit love-relation with the
gifted Heloise, hut his subsequent marriage with her, i-Tihich outraged
the oonventional eoolesiast ical morals of the period, Heloise at
first declined the offer of *narriage saying that his career would suf-
fer less if she were openly kno'vn as his mistress and Astrolahius re-
cognized as his illegitimate son. The rtarriage was submitted to on-
ly on the ground that it, as Abelard put it, "might be kept secret
1
so that it should not injiure me in the minds of men," Their marriage
was discovered, however, and Abelard wis brutall 3^ emasculated. Then
Heloise wrote: "The injurj^ was the more outrageoios in that all ways
of right were broken, '.Vliile we were abandoned to love's delights,
the divine severity/' spared us. Than we made the forbidden lawful,
and by marriage wiped out fornications stains, the lord's wrath broke
on us, impatient of an unsullied bed when it long had borne with one
2
defiled," Marriage, as far as ecclesiasticalthought was concerned,
merelj^ rendered permanent a passionate and sinful state, which might
better be cast off altogether. Such was the standard of morals crea-
ted by the ecclesiastical system,
TK5 STATUS OF TOMAH
The e-</ll effects of the celibate ideal are also seen in the
low position of wonen during the earl3/’ centuries of 0hristianit3^,
The remarkable liberty granted to women in Home was only a passing
1. loc. Pit , Vol . II, p, 32, 2, Ibid. Vol . II, p. 44
•'* 1 ,
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inoident in European family life, Ae Chris ti;inity spread over th«
Empire, the teaching of Pavil in regard to woman's place in the world
found a firm place in social thought. '’’Tives, he in subjection unto
your husbands," he said, "for the husband is head of the wife,,,. As
the church is subject to Christ, so let the wives also be to their
husbands in everything,’*'^ Westermarck believes that "it is difficult
to exaggerate the influence exercised by a doctrine so agreeable to
the selfishness of men, and so readily lending itself to be used as
a sacred weapon against almost any attempt to extend the rights of
2
married women, as was the dictum of ’St, Paul,"
The teaching of Paul on this point was reinforced by the growth
of the ascetic ideal, "By a natural law," writes Cchroeder'
,
"every
increased success in sex-suppression resulted in more numerous and
more vivid erotic hallucinations, in which women always appeared as
the supposed instruments of Satan for the tempting uf priestly vir-
tue," Thus the Chiarch became saturated with "an ever- intensifying
hatred of women," and they suffered more and more from religious de-
gradation, Tertullian exclaims of her: "Toman, thou shoiuld ever
walk in mourning and rags, thy eyes full of tears, present the as-
pect of repentance to induce forgetf'ulness of your having ruined
4
the huiuan race. Toman, thou art the Gate of Hell I " St. Bernard
called her "the orga.n of the devil," and Bt. Anthony added that "her
voice is the hissing of the serpent," Bt, C^i^prian saw her as "the
1, Ephesians , 5, 22-24.
2, Origin and Development of the Ttoral Ideas , Vol. I, p. 654,
5, "The Evolution of Jferriage Ideals," in Arena, Vol . 34, pp. 5'78-89,
4, Bebel, Toman under Socialism , p, 51.
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gate of the devil, the road of iniquity, the sting of the scorpion,”
and 3t» 'CTlir3^303tom announced that "through woman the devil has tri-
1
umphed,,,. Of all wild heasts, the most dangerous is woman,"
Leck3^ gives a psychological explanation for these fiery dis-
quisitions: "Celibacy was universall3r conceded as the highest form
of virtue, and In order to make it acceptable theologians exhausted
all the resources of their eloquence in describing the iniquity of
2
those whose charms had rendered it so rare,"
By the sixth century the estimate of women was so low that the
Council of Auxerre (378 AJ3,) decreed that, on account of their im-
purity, the women must not recieve the sacrament in their naked hands;
and the Coijincil of Macon (385 A,D,), after a serious discussion in
which fifty-nine bishops took part, decided by one vote that women
4possessed souls. This opposition was carried to such an extent that
throughout the Middle Ages the church pro"«7ided itself ’'i th eunuchs to
5
supply the soprano tones for the cathedral choirs*
?Vom these facts it is quite evident, as C.P, "Donaldson^ de-
clares, that during the first centuries of the Christian era Chris-
tianity did not hiive a "favorable effect on the position of wca^ien,
but, on the contrary, that it tended to lower their character and
contract the range of their acti‘'/ity," During the course of the Mid-
dle ages chivalrous love began to see in woman "the ideal of the genu-
7
inely hum-in" and personified it in the Virgin Mary, This idealiza-
1, ':^uoted b3/' Schroeder, "Evolution of the Marriage Ideals," Arena . 54:381.
2, '"Quoted by Gage, Toman . Church, and Ctate , p, 73, note 47,
3, Ibid , p, 57 , 4, Ibid , p, 56. 5* Ibid , p, 57.
6, "Position of Women among the Early Christians," Conte:ciporary Review ,
56: 453.
7. Dorner, -Gy 3 tern of Christian Ethics, p. 526.
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tion
,
ho'^ever, applied more to women in the abstract, and did not
essentially alter imarriage. 3ide by side -vith the idealization of
woman stood the feudal principle of the ,1us prlmae noctis
.
which
extended into the sixteenth century. The ”ministers in their char-
acter of temporal seigneurs co'uLd even occasionally claim this dis-
gusting right themselves."^
luring this period another quite opposite influence 'was work-
ing for the benefit of '.'omen. Pa\iL had also declared that ’'there can
2
be neither male nor female; for ye all are one in Christ Jesus,"
This doctrine of the spiritual equctlit^/ of women was slow to bear
its fruit, but F, "T. Cornish holds that it was a powerfiul engine to
liaise the condition of women, "and to make men look upon them as
3
something more than slaves or ministers of pleasure," "The more
barbarous were the m;^jiers of men," he continues, "the stronger was
the bond of sympathy bet''Aeen women and the clergj'’, who found in
them more piety, more reflection, and more capability of culture
than in the unlettered soldiers whose busi;oess was war, and who
3
sought their relaxation in drunkenness and debauchery," Thus, in
spite of th^scandals common among the clergy and the condition of
the nunneries, the status of ivoman was raised hy the influence of
the Chijirch, Even such an avowed enemy of organized Christianity
as Bertrand Russell is of the opinion that, in spite of its evil
influences, Lt at least recognized women's "theological equalitj'’
1, Lea, History of Sacerdotal Celibacy, Vol . I, p. 441,
2, Galations 3» 28,
3, Chivalry . p, 286,
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'.vlth men, and refuged to regard them as absolutely the property
of their husbands. And on the whole progress towards a better sta-
tus for women was easier, in the greJ-t bulk of the population, from
the Christian than from the pre-Christian standpoint."
TTrC IIJFI.UENCE OF THE CELIB-aTE LOE.AL CH F-il/IX? LIFE
Praotioally all students of family history are agreed that
the celibate ideal was anything but beneficial to family life, "This
system," according to Seebohn, "sapped the foundations of domestic
life by holding up the married state as laver in virtue than that of
2
celibacy," There was much division and controversy as to whether
marriage ms permissible at all, several of the Chruch fathers pro-
testing that marriage was incompatible with the profession of the
Christian religion; but all were agreed in regarding it an evil,^
Et, Ambrose belived that married people ought to blush at the state
in which they were living, and argued that since men and women were
born in a state of virginity, to change that state was to deface
4
the work of the Creator, According to Origen, "marriage is some-
5
thing unholy and unclean, a means for sensuality," Lecky declares
that "it would be difficult to conceive anything more coarse or more
repulsive" than the manner in which the Patristic writings regard
marriage, "The tender love which it elicits, the holy and beauti-
1, Marri ige and ^.Iprals , pp, 134-5.
2, Bra of the Protestant Revolution , p, 223.
5, Briffault, The Mothers, Vol, III, p, 3'75.
4, Ibid , Vol. Ill, p. 373.
5, Bebel, Toman under Cocialism , p, 51.
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ful domestic quHlities that follow in its train, were almost ab-
solutely omitted from consideration,'*^
In the Christian scale of virtue irarriage represented the
lowest of tliree grades of p'ority. Celibacy was the superior vir-
tue, then came the condition of the widowed man or woman who re-
frained from rema'-riage, and the lowest of all was marriage. The
lilea of the essential uncleanness of the sexual act, even when an
expression of love within a true marriage, was so deepl3'' rooted
that certain of the Penitentials
.
medieval manuals of instruction,
contained clauses forbidding married couples to receive the sacra-
ment if they had cohabited on the preceding night. The Penitential
of Archbishop Theodore of Canterbury, written in the seventh century
rules that ’*those who are joined togetlier in matrimony should abstain
2
from cohabitation three nights before receiving communion,'*
The Chmch went even further than tMs at times and tended to
encourage continence throughout the whole course of mrried life. Miss
Goodsell has no doubt that a considerable number of husbands and wives
made the resolve to abstan from sdxual intercoiorse, and points out
that in those cases where only one partner took the vow there must
have resulted a permanent embitterment which vyas disastrous to the
happiness of nsarried life. On this point Lecl^r writes as follows:
'*'7henever any strong religious fervour fell upon a husband or a wife
its first effect was to make a happy union impossible. The more re-
1, History of European Morals , Vol , II, p, 331,
2, Goodsell, Problems ^ the Family , p. 53.
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ligious partner immediately desired to live a life of solitary as-
ceticism, or at least, if no ostensible separation took place, an
'annatural life of -^^aration in marriage. * The extreme disorders
vvhich such teaohing produced in domestic- life,
,
,n-*turally alarmed
the more judicious leaders of the Ghiorch and it •ms ordained that
married persons should not enter into an ascetic life exdept by
1
mutual consent,** In another connection, he declares that by the
celibate ideal ’’the notion of sin was introduced into the dearest
of relationships, and the whole subject was distorted and degraded,**
and concludes that ”it is one of the great benefits of Protestant-
ism that it did much to banish these modes of thought and feeling
from the world, and to restore marriage to its simplicity and its
2
dignity,**
SUmiAHY AKP CONGLUalOH OF PART I.
Before proceeding to a consideration of the co’urse of the
Reformation in relation tojfamily life, it might be well to draw to-
gether a few of the many threads with vvhich we have been working,
1e have noted the two basal ideas upon which the ecclesiastical
structure of fatuily life was built, the celibate ideal and the sac-
ramental theory of imrriage. These t’vo ideals became woven into the
fabric of the canon law, the celibate ideal issuing in required sacer
dotal celibacy, and the saoraraental dogma in the indissolubil^y of
1, History of Suro'pean Morals , Vol , II, pp, 33B-4,
2. Ibid. Vol , II, p. 536.
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,
ths marriage i)ond and of the exclusive ecolesiactical jurisdiction
in rnatriraonial mtters. Concerning tae practioal effects of these
laws .-ind doctrines, .ve discovered that the canon law was shot through
with a multitude of contradictions and verbal subtleties which gave
rise to the corrupt praotiaes growing out of the annuling of marriages
and to no small degree of confusion in regard to the marriage con-
tracts, The celibate ideal sapped the foundations of domestic life
by promoting immorality to a terrible degree, b3r breeding a contempt
for women, and by despising the narried state as lower in virtue than
that of celibaoy.
The picture we have drawn is a dark one, and it is admittedly
a onesided picture. To hold that what we have said is the whole
truth would only lend support to Voltaire's contention that history
is a pack cf devices by whioh we play tricks on the dead* Then, as
«Xways, the great mass of mankind lived according to the best moral
standards they knew, and when we judge them we must judge them in
the liglit of their own standards, not ours. Those ideals, as Profes-
sor Beard points out,^ had produced many saints after their own or-
der of saintliness—many who were famous, and more without a name.
There were no doubt thousands upon thousands of highl3'’ moral and re-
ligious peoi)le who, though under great limitations, lived happy and
peaceful lives, ICo statistics, of course, are available, and even
if there were they might be of little help; for no intellectual pro-
1, The Reformation of the Sixteenth Sentur3>~ and its relation to ?Iodem
Thought and Knowledge
, p, 140,
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cess is apt to be so productive of error as an ethical interpreta-
tion of statistics*
But all this does not cabolish the fact tlixt the time was ripe
for reform. Howard, who views the situation with a strikingly im-
partial gaze, declares that '^the evils growing out of the ecclesi-
astical jurisdiction in m<atrimonial causes were becoming an intol-
erable burden to Christendom," and that "the licentiousness of the
clergy was 'beyond belief. Many bishops," he continues, "were at
last content to convert the vows of celibacy into sources of reve-
nue, suffering the clergy to live in concubinage in return for a
yearly tax." The "ill-preserved chastity of the priesthood was in-
terpenetrated then as before by a profoiund contempt for the marriage
1
state," Professor Beard agrees with Howard: "Tithout going the
full length of Protestant polemics to the assertion that every mon-
astery was a sink of iniquity, we may safely affirm that monastic
2
scandals were frequent and grevious." Such was the state of affairs
when Luther, as Miss Goodsell puts it, "injected into the prevailing
philosophy of marriage soiae novel theories,"^
1, Matrimonial Inst itutions
.
Vol, I, pp, 588-9*
2, The Refornuatlon in the Sixteenth Century , p, 141,
5* Problems of the Family , p, 63.
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PART II
THE REFORMATION AND ITS IMI^EDTATS EFFECTS ON FAMILY LIFE
THE REJECTION OF THE CELIBATE IDFAL
The Reformation was a revolt against the whole ethical and
ecclesiastical system of the Mid lie Ages, In Catholic circles the
highest values of lifd were to he obtained h;;' withdrawing from the
world into a monastery,. According to Medieviil ethics, the spirit
could best be perfected by subjugating the body. This ideal, how-
ever, had broken down. Compliance vith the rule of the Church ms
all too often merely an external compliance— if, indeed, it was that
much. The consciences of the Reformers rose up in hot rebellion a-
gainst this frightful state of affairs, and demanded a ret’orn to a
more natural life. The revolt was largely an emotional revolt; it
was not always a matter of reasoned principle. Consequently
,
it
was not altogether clear, logical, or consistent. But it was a re-
volt, nevertheless. The time '.vas ripe for a revolution, and the
breakup of the old ideal soon manifested itself in many quarters.
One of the first points of attack was the tiiae-honored doc-
trine of the celilKiiCi?- of the clergy, Several attempts at reform in
this connection were made before Luther definitely broke with the
Catholic system. As early as the Council of Constance (1414-18),
in fact. Cardinal Zabarella suggested that, if the concubinary prac-
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tlces of the clergy could not he suppressed, it would he better to
concede to them the privilege of marriage.'^ But his suggestion fell
into unfertile soil, and the matter drifted for a century. Then in
1518 reform began in earnest, A monk who abandoned his order, and
married, was immediately tried by the ecclesiastical authorities,
and banished, A little later a priest who married was imprisoned
at Halle, and another pastor, guilty of the same crime, perished
miserably in the dungeon at Stolpen, Others were more fort’xnate,
suffering only the displeasure and opposition of their ecclesias-
2
tic-al superiors,
Luther at first paid no attention to the subject. It was
not inentianed in his celebrated ninety-five theses of 1517, nor
does he allude unfavorably to the life of celibacy in his sermon
on matrimony in 1519. The next year, however, in his address to
the German nobles, he declared that the law forbidding priests to
marry "must have been at the instigation of the devil," and that
it had caused "infinite disunion, sin, shame, and scandal, like
3
ever37’thing that the devil does or suggests^"' Therefcr e, he pro-
posed that every priest be allowed to marry if he chose, "not only
4
on account of hnnan fariltj^, but still more for his house-hold,"
In the same address he pointed to the widesi^read use of brothels
by those vowed to celibacy, and, in order to alleviate the practice,
proposed that no one be allowed to take the vow until thirty ye^trs
1, Lea, History of Sacerdotal Celibacy , Vol. II, p, 35,
2, Ibid . Vol . II, PP. 42-3.
3, Luther ^3 Primary Vorks , p. 207,
4, Ibid , p, 209.
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of age» "If those in authority," he wrote, "oonsilered how young
pec^le might he brought together in marriage, the prospect of mar-
riage would help every man and protect him from temptation,"^
Luther set forth the same view in the following year (15^^!) in
his letter to the Elector and Archbishop of Ilayence—which, by the
wa;/, is an excellent coaunentary on the oornupt practices of the rul-
ing ecclesiastics. During the siammer of that year, while Luther was
in hiding at the Tartburg, Carlstadt was carr3^ing on reform measures
at 7ittenburg, especially Insisting on the marriage of priests, monks,
and nuns, a number of priests accepted his invitation to m!xrry, and
were immediately arrested by the Archbishop
—
"though that notoriously
immoral prelate did not scru^^le to derive an income from licenses to
2
the clergy to keep concubines," Thereupon Luther wrote to him ask-
ing him to "leave in peace the priests who, to avoid unchastity, have
betaken themselves to marriage," and incidental!;/- pointing out to him
that "it would become a bishop first to cast the beam out of his own
eye and put away his harlots before he separates pious wives from
3
their husbands
. . .
,
"
But Luther was not ye-^ready to go the full length with Carls tadt
and extend the pri^/ilege of marriage to monks. In Augus t, 1B21, he
’wrote to his friend Bpalatinr "I have received Carlstadt’s pamphlets,
(jood Heavens 1 will our Tittenbergers give wives even to monks? They
4 5
won't force one on me,,.," But, as Beard points out, Luther "did
1, Ibid, p. 242. 2. Smith, The life and Letters of Martin
5. Ibid , p. 129. Luther, p. 127,
4. Ibid , p. 130.
5. The Reformation in the Sixteenth Cent/Jiry , p. 142,
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not so much control events as was a^rfied away hy them," and four
years later he jocosely wrote to a friend: "'?od has suddenly and
1
unexpecte<dly caught me in the "bond of holy matrimony," He had
married Catherine von Bora, a runaway mm, "The outcry," writes
Beard, "’7as prodigious: that a monk should marry at all was bad
enough; that he should larry a nun, an 'unuttemble portent: Cath-
olic controversalis ts predicted diabolical offspring from such a
2
union." The marriage, however, tiurned out to be as wise as it w-is
bold, and "when the p-iir plighted their troth in the house in which
they were to live, and in the presence of their friends, they se-
2
cimed the purity and the happiness of innumerable homes." Their
example was followed by many others. Humeroas men and women re-
nounced their monastic vows and married, and many of tiie monaster-
ies were dissolved. The celibate ideal and enforced sacerdotal
celibacy were things of the past. The Reformers turned to the scrip-
tures to justify the "universal instincts of the human heart,"
THE REJECTIOK OF THE SACRAMENTAL THEOBY OF MARRIAGE
The Protestant revolt ag-iinst th(^acrfimental theory' of mar-
riage and its exclusive control by ecclesiastical courts was eoual-
ly vigorous. Here,' again, it is interesting to trace the position
of Luther, who revolted doubtfully at first, but with g roaring con-
viction, As late as 1519 he declared that "the marriage state is
1. Smith, Life and Letters of Luther , p. 175.
2. ^he Reformation in Sixteenth Cent'xry . p, 143.
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a sacraiaent,'* an outward "symbol of the greatest, holiest, noblest,
most worthy thing that has ever existed or aan exist; the union of
1
the divine and human natures in Christ," On the other hand, he
insisted that the "matrimonial questions do not touch the conscience,
but belong to the temporal power," and eraphatiaallyJteclared that mar-
riage is a "temporal, worldly thing," which "does not concern the
2
church,
"
Luther's confusion and contradictions at this point, Howard
believes, were due to the difficult position in which he was placed.
The Catholic practices had res’ulted in manifold e-'/ils from two points,
and Luther attempted to stay clear of both. On tlie one hand, the
evils growing out of the ecclesiastical jurisdiction were becoroing
intolerably burdensome. Marriage, he said, has been "turned into a
mere mocker^?- by the verj^ sajne traditions which vaunt it as a sacra-
3
ment," He believed that the evils could be alleviated only by trans-
ferring the matrimonial jurisdiction from the spiritual to the tem-
por-al courts; but this transfer could not be made until the sacramen-
tal theory had been abandoned. Therefore Luther declared that matri-
monial affairs "concern not the church, but are temporal things, per-
taining to temporal magistrates," and that ministers should therefore
not interfere in matrimonial questions; they "ought only to advise and
4
oounsel the consciences, out of God’s Word, when need requires."
The second source of evil was sacerdotal celibacy. Hence Lu-
1, Howard, Matrimonial Institutions . Vol . I, p. 386,
2, Ibid . Vol . I, pp, 387-8.
3, Luther’s Primo-ry Vorks , p, 377,
4, Hazlitt, Th® Tabl etaIk of Martin Luther , p. 306.
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ther proGliinied the natural and scriptural right of priests to mar-
ry
,
and ’ms as enthusiastic in praising .*narriage as he was in con-
demning ecclesiastical jurisdiction. He soon began to guard against
the use of the term "sacramenf* to refer to marriage, hut he thorough-
ll'’ rejected the ascetic ideal and stressed the purity and holiness of
the marriage institution. In 1538 in a letter to Ipalatin, he says
that marriage is "a condition which had God’s approval, and is lauded
1
hy the angels, and held in honour of all saints,’’
But after all, this doctrine that iiarriage is ordained of hea-
ven is not so entirely out of h rmon^^ with the view that matrimony
is a "temporal affair" as appears on the s’urface; for with the Heform-
ation a new conception of the te.’iporal power arose. Under the Catho-
lic system the contrast is not one between Chruch and State as now un-
derstood, but between the ’Uiiholy world and the Holj'’ Church, Luther
termed the distinction between the spiritual and the temporal "an art-
2
ful lie and hjrpocritioal device,,’* and the Reformers lifted the whole of
life to an ethical level- -laa rriage along with the rest. Cal'i/in gives
the conception a concise formulation in the following: All will admit,
he says, that matrimony "was instituted bj^ God, though no one before
the time of Gregory regarded it as a sacrament, Trmt man in his sober
seiises could so regard it? God’s ordinanoe is good and holy; so also
are agr iciulture, arohitecture, shoemaking, hair-cutting legitimate or-
3dinances of God, but they are not sacraments,"' It may sound somewhat
1, Currie, The Letters of Martin Luther, p. 182,
2, Luther’s Primary Rorks . p, 164,
3, Lehjn:<uhl, "Marriage, Gacrament of," in Catholic Bncycloredia .
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repulsive to those '.vho -ire acousto'ned to atta,ch a religious signif-
ioance to marriage to have it classed with hair-cutting, hut it must
he rememhered that in ^Jalvin's system the whole 'universe was shot
through with the divine, and in his statement above he did not intend
to "belittle :narriage» -^he leforroition released the whole world from
its shell of '’worldlinsss" and ascribed spiritual value to it. In
this manner marriage became at the same time a temporal and "holy es-
tate."
iiiPSDiMEi'rrs Airo coiitr.‘\:jts u?tdeh protestantise
Luther revolted with his usual passionate earnestness against
the Catholic system of impediments, refering to them as "those im-
pious human laws by which this Di^/inely appointed manner of life (mar-
riage) has been entangled and tossed up and down." He declared the
Impediment of spiritual affinity to be "altogether ridiculous" and
2
"one of the Pope's money-nets," and proposed that "all those fanci-
ful spiritual affiniti es . . .be utterly done away with in the contrac-
ting of matrimony." He would abolish tlie iripediment of physical
relationship beyond the second degree, "If at any time a marriage
has been contracted outside these grades... it ought by no means to
4
be dissolved on acco’uht of an;^ laws of men," Nor couid he "agree
to that impediment which they call disparity of religion, and which
forbids a man to marry an unbaptized women,.,, He concludes his
1, Lutherl^s Primary "Tories , p. ?81,
2. Tabl stalk of Martin Luther , p. 505.
3. Luther's primary Torks , p, 385.
4, Ibid, p. 384,
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tirade ag-ilfB t Impediments by del_caring that '*there is no impediment
which can rightfully anniol a marriage already contracted except phy-
sic:il unfitness for cohabiting vith a wife, ignorance of a mrriage
previously contracted, or a vow of chastity," And concerning this
vow he is doubt fill. "I am so uncertain, even to the present moment
(1520),'* he says, "that I do not know at what time it ought to be
1
reckoned valid,..."
He likewise perceived the abs’irdity of the schoL-stic distinc-
tions between present and future contracts, and declared that "they
had played a jregiilar fool*^s game with such hair splitting distinctions, "
Hut he fell into a similar unfortunate distinction with regard to "con-
ditonal" and "uncondi tional" betrothals, Engagements to marr37 at some
futiire time, when certain specified conditions were fulfilled, were
"conditional betrothals," and might be dissolved on failure of the con-
ditions, or for other weighty considerations. Hut it was practically
impossible to d raw a line between this form and the "uncondit ional be-
trothal," Practically all betrothals, in fact, if publicly made with
parental consent, were v?ilid i^iurriages
,
and could not be dissolved,
even though they shoilLd not be consujiimated until after nuptials, "All
bargains, contracts, and promises are to "be understood as of the p" e-
sent tense; as when a fellow says to a maidr Then I come again,,,, I
will raai^ thee. These words are to be understood of ^ the present time,
and when he comes again, he must marry her; and it is not in his power
1, Ibid , p, 383,
2, Howard, Matrimonial Ins ti tut ions , Vol, I, p, 371,
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1
in the interval to alter hie mind.” Such a "betrothal is oinding,
'^though he has not had intercourse with her, even if he have after-
2
wards hi. d intercourse with another." So binding were these con-
tracts that legal action co’uldbe taken to enforde them, Luther
thus gave his powerful sanction to actions for "breach of promise"
which are still common in Christian countries. Moreover, the im-
portance which IVotestant ism attached to betrothals, as Miss Cood-
3
sell points out'
,
led raar^ betrothed couples to consider themselves
"as good as married" and to consummate their 'union befcr e the nup-
tials had been performed* In Cermany the "bride-children" were
given rights of legitimate offspring; but the situation was produc-
tive of many scandals, not only in Germany, but in the Mew England
colonies,
THE REFORMERS AND DIVORCE
Vhen he came to the sub^ ct of divorce, Luther was more con-
servative,. There was at first much confusion in his mind about this
problem*. In 1520 he wrotet "I for ray part, detest divorce, and even
prefer bigamy to it; but wliether it be lawful I dare not define,***!
give no definite opinion on these questions, though I greatl3’’ wish
that a definite rule were laid down, for there is nothing which more
5
harasses me and many others," As late as 1540 he did not shrink
1. Tabletalk of Martin Luther , p* 506-7,
2, Luther * s Fr im ary To rks , p, 336,
5. Problems of the Eamily , p, 68.
4* Ho'^vard, Matrimonial Institutions , Vol, I, 574*
5 . Luther's Fri.mt ry Torks , pp * 539-90
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from iipplyiiig the a.hove i'lei, is is instincei. "by his correspon-
dence with Phillip of TIesse, "whose constitution appears to have
1
required more than one wife*'*
In spite of his detestation of divorce he seems to have
allowed it on two grounds. According to his Taoletalk
.
the first
ground was adultery, "3ut first," he says, "CThristians ought to
laho'nr and use diligent persuasions to reconcile the married pair;
shcarply withal, reproving the guilty person," The second cause
was desertion
—
"when one runs away from the other, and aft°r re—
tiorning runs away again,. 8uch have commonly their mates in other
a
places, and richly deserve to "be punished," There was .much disa-
greement among the different .Reformers on this point. The more ri-
gid party included I;uther, CJalvin, and 3eza, They would grant di-
vorce only for adultery and desertion, and some were in favor of
allowing the husbtand io divorce because of adulter}'-, but not the
wife. Rather than multiply the admissible grcunds for divorce, there
was a tendencyto broaden the definition of desertion so that it in-
cluded cruelty and refusal of conjugal duty. For this last cause,
according to Howard, the marriage must not be dissolved except on
failure of all prescribed means, however cruel, to induce reconcil-
3iation or submission. Another party, including Hrasnius and Zwing-
li, was much more liberal, and admitted mrious causes for divorce.
Some, like Buoer, "would even allow divorce when the husba.nd was un-
4
able to love his wife.**
1, Bax, Serinan Sogsuty at the Close of the KTiddle Ages , p, 100.
2, loo . Pit .
.
p, 306. 5. Matrimonial Institutions . Vol. II, p, 63.
4, Ellis, Studies in the Psyoholog}’- of Sex, Vol, "'/I, p. 441,
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The question of reina.rriage
,
an<I the treatment of the offen-
der, were also matters of dispute* All the continentstl Reformers
seem to have sanctioned the remarriage of the Innocent man or woman,
hut there was no such agreement in regard to the adulterous spouse.
The majority wo'uLd have the magistrate deal with the offender after
the harsh Jewish law, lanhert of Avignon insisted that the culprit
should he stoned, Melanchthon would have hLm hanged, and Luther and
C5al-(/in would have him put to death; hut since the civil law would
no tl permit suoh treatment, the criminal should go away to some re-
mote place and there marry again,
^
Il-iTRIMONIAL LEGISLATION UNDER EARLY PROTEST-ANTIG3
Te have been dealing with the ideas of the Reformers as they
wer^i preached; we now turn to a siirvey of the .’nanner in which they
effected the legislation and practice in matrimonial affair-^. The
result is far from what the Reformers dreamed or hoped. In Germany
matrimonial jurisdiction fell partly into Ihe hands of tie parish
clergy, and pa.rtlj'’ into the hands of the secular judges. The former
were guided mainly hj'’ the teachings of Luther and the other Protes-
tant theologians; hut the lay jiidges were guided hy the canon law.
Confusion naturally arose, and a demand was made for special courts
for marriage questions. These newly constituted courts were compos-
ed partly of spiritual and partli'’ of temporal judges, who mainly fol-
1, Howard, Matrimonial institutions, Rbl . II, pp, 66-67.
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lowed the oanon and constituted, for all practical purposes,
ecclesiastical courts. Hence, "it can scarceli?- he said," ’vrites
no'w-ird,^ "that the e^/ils of 'natriraonial laj,v and administration in
Germany were very much lessened as a result of the Hefo^mation du-
ring the first two centixries after luther,"
In England the king was the head of the Church, and this
placed a great stumbling block in the way of the progress of the
Reformation, since Henry \mi clung to the old doctrines. He es-
pecially clung to the doctrine of clerical celibacy, and Issued sev-
eral proclamations against the .mrriage of priests. In 1535', after
some of the clergymen had married, Henry decreed that all who were
m;irried would be deprived of their office, and that all who married
after the proclamation might be imprisoned or punished according to
the will of the king. The Reformation gained a victory under Edward
VI, who allowed the clergy to marry, although they were advised that
it mig}it be easier to perform their offices if they were not burdened
with the care of rhe family, "It were most to be wished that they
would willingly endeavour themselves to a perpetual chastity,"
^ueen Mary repealed Edward's matrimonial laws, and made celibacy a
condition of holding priestly office.
Thus the change effected on the famil3^ bi'- the religious revol-
ution, although highly important from an abstract point of view, did
not bear its proper fr’oit for some time after the Reformation began,
1. Ibid , Vol . I, p. 393, note 3.
2, Ibid. Vol. I, p. 395.
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In CJermany, after a time, the more liberal and bolder teachings
of Luther were practically ignored, and by the middle of the seven-
teenth century the reactionary theories were substantiall 3r the same
as in England, In both cotmtries the ecclesiasticiil courts contin-
ued to exercise matrimonial jurisdiction, and as the new churches
gained in power they approached more and more the ancient dogma,
’*Ivot until the full triumph of civil marriage in the nineteenth
centuTi^ were the logical results of the new doctrines at List at-
1
tained,'*
SXGE33SS FOLLOWING THE RSFOHMTION
Every Revolution has its extremists whose unwise fanaticism
must be guarded against by the true reformer. The Protestant revolt
was no esception to this general rule, and ”fcr a time,'* according
2
to Oalhoun, '*the new era threatened to return to pagan laxity and
licentiousness Luther, in fact, had some ideas concerning marriage
that are shocking to even modern ears, Te have already noted that
he preferred bigamy to divorce, and that he acted upon this belief
ih his dealings with Phillip of Hesse, Likewise, in 1531 he advised
Henry 7III that it would be better to take a second wife th.an to di-
vorce a first. In 1520 he declared that If a woman was carried to
an impotent man she should IjavQ the prl’t/ilege of maintaining tru^rriage
relations with the husband* s brother or closest friend. Tf the hus-
1, Ibid . 7ol . I, p. 399.
2, Gocial History of the American Family , Vol, I, p.
-5.
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band refuged her this privilege she might go elsewhere and remarry.
Similarly, if she refuse to perform her conjugal duty, the husband
should have the right to take another woman, after telling his v/ife
his intentions.^
These views were a part of the general upheaval, and were not
necessarily causes of the radicalism that followed. As far as pre-
ferring bigamy to divorce is concerned, Luther V7as not alone. This
idea, according to Smith
,
was shared by "the great majority of his
contemporaries
,
Catholic and Protestant alike," The real danger came
from -a perversion of Luther's doctrine of justification by faith.
The soul, said Luther, "through faith alone, without 'vorks, is from
the word of God justified, sanctified, endued with truth, peace, and
liberty, and filled full with every good thing, and is truli^ made the
3
child of God,’*
It is interesting to note in this connection the interpreta-
tion put on this doctrine by certain individuals G, Baring-Gould
is, as he says, "an English Churclunan," who is "not in cordial sym-
pathy with a movement which,
.
.formulates a doctrine of free justi-
4
float ion, that exercises a paralysing effect on the conscience,..."
He declares that Luther "introduced a new idea into Germn religion,
which like a crystal of dynamite, exploded and blew historic Chris-
tianity to fragments," This "new idea" arose as follows: Luther's
"ani.aal nature," according tothis author, "v/as very strong, and the
1, Ibid . Vol . I, p. 26,
2, Life and Letters of Martin Luther , p. 384v
3, Ibid
, p, 262.
4, The Church in Germany, p. vi.
5, Ibid. p. 303.
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life-lon£: stru^^le ^-igaingt his Ocirnal appetites, the disappoint-
nent at being unable ever to say, whilst life lasted, that the bat-
tle was over and done for, drove Mm to seek some ready and easy
escape from the doubt lest he should fall away, and the fear lest
by falling he might lose salvation. He needed assurance that,
whatever might happen, whatever he might do, he was safe. That he
found in his newly-discovered doctrine of Free Justification with-
1
out Torks,"
It maj’- be quite difficult for us to accept such a freudian
interpretation of the so^jrce of Luther’s basic thesis, but we must
admit that it did not alwa3/s work for the best, Luther vras very
caref'ol to specify that his doctrine did not mean that ’’we shoMd
2
be careless or lead a bad life;” but this warning was not always
heeded by his followers, many of whom assumed that it set them free
to violate social standards, and used it as an excuse for self-in-
dulgence, George Tizel, a Lutheran Pastor, began to doubt the doc-
trine when he waw his people '’reject all discipline, ;ill decent liv-
ing, all that conduces to make men better and truer Christians,”
3
and that his sermons, '’instead of mending hearts, demoralized them,”
Jolon Egranus declared thenew dogma to be ”most pernicious; for to
teach p^.'le that faith is the only tMng necessary to salvation,
is the same thing as authorizing them to lead a sensual and pagan
life,”'^ Pirkheimer said that his experience with justification by
1, Ibid , p, 306,
2, Luther ’ s Pri iia Torks , p, 262,
5, Baring-Gould, The Ghruch in Germany , p, 340,
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faith that "it had no other end than that of mas-king fleshly
lusts*" "I hoped," he v/rote, "that we should obtain some spiritual
liberty by embraoing the Gospel, but, on the contrary, I find it
opens the road to all oarnal pleasures, in suoh a way that we are
1
a hundred times worse than we were." And in 1549 Bucer wrote that
what "attracted the people (to the He formation) was it afforded them
2
the facility of living after their ov/n lusts,"
;7a may hesitate to charge such short-comings of the Reforma-
tion to Luther’s doctrine, but we can hardly denj^ that there were
certain serious shortcomings, Strange sects arose, adding religious
enthusiasm to perverted doctrine. In 1532 John Becold of Leyden ar-
rived at Mttnster with a number of followers. He believed himself
to be appointed by God to re-establish the kingdom of David at Mflins-
ter, the new Mount Zion, and declared that he had received a revela-
tion that God willed a man to have as many wives as he pleased. He
speedily established a harem of fifjreen wives, and advised his fol-
lowers to imitate his example, A later leader, Jan Vilhelms, iiad
3
twenty-one Vvives, Garlstadt's reforms at Orlaraflnde, after he with-
4
drew from Wittenberg, likewise included polygamy.
It was during this period, according to Hall, tiat thej-nost
fearful and dramatic scourge of sexual disease made its appearance
and spread misery and suffering over Europe, It is now maintained
that this disease came biick with Columbus on his first return from
1, roid , p. 540,
2, Ibid , p, 341,
3, Tedder, The Reformation in Germany , p, 348,
4, Graith, Ljf e and Letters of Luther , p, lo3*
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the "^est Indies, hut the sexual excesses during the rieformation per-
iod prohahly 'did much to augment the scourge.
To hold that all these evils were the direct product of the
Reforraation would not he consistent with the facts. The CTouncil of
Constance, one hundred years before, witnessed to the presence of
decay, and it was partially as a revolt against these evils that the
Reformation arose^ But it is quite evident th;,t the old stando-rds
of sexual morality woulijl.ave given way when the view tie. t thejnar-
riage state was inherently inferior ?as rejeated. The breakdown
of old sanctions always results in temporary confusion and uncertain-
ty, and there are namerous testimonies to the fact that there was an
increase of inunorality following the Reformation. Tliese testimonies
do not all come from men who opposed the movement. The Reformers
themselves made many frank confessions of disappointment and dis-
Gouragement regarding the moral outcome of their work* ‘’Germany
is as it were drowned in gluttony, dnankenness
,
avarice and limxury,"
said Amsdorf , .
, ,
"and the Lutherans hwe reall;^ no respect for the
Gospel; they despise it as much as any one in the world; thej'’ insult
and dishonor it,*^ Buoer, who helped to establish Protestantism in
Gtrasburg, admitted that "corruption m;akes further strides every day
in the evangelical church," Melanchthon avered that "not all the
waters of the Blbe would be sufficient forme to weep over the evils
of the B-eforraiition, " and Luther himself said that "there is not one
of our e''/angelioals who is not seven times worse than before he be-
1 , Rulme
,
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longed to us.'*
After making due allowance in the above statements for the
discouragement and sense of failure arising from the great gulf be-
tween the hoped for and the actual results of the vvork of the Re-
formers, we must still assume that the Reformation oftentimes made
for license as well as for liberty. To hold that this was the whole
truth conoerning the movement, however, would be as unjust as to
judge the Ainerican Revolution in terras of the anarchy wldoh immedi-
ately followed, lalvinisra, coming at a later time, was able to pro-
fit by thejexperiences of Lutheranism, and endeavored from the begin-
ning to repress immorality. It represents the reaction from liberty
to law, and had its roots in the fearw arising from the immediate
results of the breakdown of old sanctions in morality an<d religion.
Let us turn now to a consideration of the more enduring and far-
reaching influences of the Reformation upon family life.
1, Ibid, p, 366
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PART III
FAH-REACJHIKa n^FLUENCES OF THE RSFOHKATTON
FAMILY LIFE RECEI^IES UET DIGNITY
For several pages we have been waling through the disagree-
able and stagnant pools that gathered along the side of the -lain
Reformation current. Let us return to the central stream of the
movement and follow it through its more lasting and far-reaching
influences upon family life. These influences may be classified
under two heads, the sanctifying and the secialarizing. The form-
er includes the added dignity ascribed to marriage by the rejec-
tion of the celibate ideal, and the extension of the possibility
of marriage to the large body of ministers. There were three secu-
larising tendencies: the rejection of the sacramental theory of
marriage which resulted in exclusive civil jurisdiction of matri-
monial affairs, the emphasis upon substance as over against the
form of marriage, and the strong iiipulse given to individualism
which has been working itself out ever since, Ye shall consider
the sanctif3’’ing tendencies firsts
One of the most important influences of the Reformation in
this connection was the dignity it ascribed to family life by its
rejection of the monastic asceticism of the Catholic Church, Cath-
olicism declared that the surest and shortest road to salvation
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lei through,
-'ind ended, in, the cloister. The more saintly life was
to he found by fleeing from the world into solitude, and a line was
'Irawn between the higher and lower planes of Christian morals. But
Protestantism definitely revoked this ideal. It "slammed the door
1
of the monastery behind it," as Teber puts it; it returned to the
2
world, and "restored secular life to an honourable status." Por
the Reformers, the whole world of human relationships was not only
the "natural" but the " Co d-ordained" sphere of Christian action,
"which we accept as we have to accept conditions of wind and weather,"
It is qiiite easy to see what the effect of this idea would
be when projected into the realm of family relationships , The mon-
astic view of the conjugal rela,ti on was largely abolished, and roar-
riage beaarae a means of f'uLfilling a natUT'al mission. Luther expres-
sed
—
rather coarsely—Protest-ant thought on this matter when he
wrote that "it is as deeply implanted in nature to beget children
as to eat and drink. Therefore did God furnish the body with members,
4
veins, discharges and all that is needed therefor." This sounds ra-
ther coarse to modern ears, but it was niEerely Luther’s way of saying
what the modern ritual says— that raatrimon3'’ is "an honorable estate,
instituted of God," Beneath Luther’s outward expression is the firm
conviction that it is neither necessary nor desirable to withdraw to
the cloister to attain a saintly life, but that marriage is a realm
1. The Protestant Sthic , p, 154.
2. Troeltsch, Protestantism and Progress , p.
B4.
3. Ibid , pp. 76, 78.
4. Ee'ael, Toman under Gooialism , p* 66,
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in 'iThich Christian love may display itself, and come to its highest
fruition. Protestantism thus gave family life a dignity it had not
enjoyed under Catholicism,
But as high as the Protestant conception of family life “^as,
it left much to be desired,* In the first place, the old monastic at-
titude toward sexual relations still lingers in Protestantism, though
perhaps in a modified form. Although luther had a deep appreciation
of family life, he referred to marriage as a "physic against sin and
unchastity
,
"^and early Protestantism as a vjhole considered marriage as
a prophylactic against lust. But it also believed that it had been
ordained by God, Luther said of the Priest: if he can remain un-
married with a good conscience, "let him so remain; but if he cannot
abstain living chastely, then let him take a wife; God has made that
2
plaster for that sore," So the old Catholic attitude toward mar-
riage still remained to a large extent, the difference being that un-
der Catholicism marriage was an evil to flee from, while under Pro-
testantism it is an evil ^vhich must be acceijted in order that God’s
3
ofdiiiances may be fulfilled. According to -eber, the sexual asceti-
cism of Protestantism (Piur itanism) "differs only in dgree, not in
fund:imental principle, from that of monasticisra, , , , Sexual inter-
oo’urse is permitted even within marriage, only as the means willed
by God for the increase of His glory according to the corainandment ,
'be fruitful and multiply.'" The influence of this idea is far-
1, Tabletalk , p. 298,
2. Ibid ., p. 297.
3* Protest-ant Sthie , p, 158,
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reaching, and Proteetant tho'aght is still deeply tinged vjith the as-
cetic philosophy of the Latin Fathers. It has heecome so firmlj^
fixed in ouir suhconscious that it yields 'out s tu'b'borjil3;’ to rational
processes, and we are onl;/ slo’.vly developing a noble conception of
sexual love. Miss Goodsell believes t>iat we are still more than
half convinced that there is something reprehensible a'oout it.^ The
fact that several Protestant denominations
,
and also the Federal
Council of Ghruches,. now have commissions studjT’ing the ideals of
love and marriage is good groimd for encouragement; and it is to
be hoped that a complete regeneration or our ideas and attitudes
regarding love may be brought about 'by an intelligent process of edu-
cation.
Another shortcoming of Protestant famil:'- life was that it long
retained the old patriarohalisra v/ith the complete subordination of
2
wife and children. It is only in recent years that the world is
giving up Luther ^s conception of womenr that they are less under-
standing thanmen, and that ''they should remain at horn, sit still,
keep house, and bear and bring up children,'* A woman, he said,
'’sho'fLd be a friendly, courteous, and merr^^ companion in life,.,,
the honour and ornament of the house,” but ”they are chiefl;’’ crea-
ted to bear children, and 'oe the pleas^ire, joy, and solace of their
4
husbands,”
It was only after the passing of many years, as we shaLl see,
1, Problems of the Family , p, 319.
Troeltsch, Protestantism and Progress . p. 94,
3, Tabletalk, p. 299. 4, Ibid, p. 300.
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that the indivilualiem, which received such a powerful ettnulue from
the Heforraation, was extended to include the women. Toman was con-
sidered, not as an individual, hut as a species, and one woman was
very much the same as the other. The act of personal choice, or
the ijreference for the individual as such, was very little regarded.
Friends procured wives for each other, as in the case of Melanchthon
1
and Calvin, Luther’s mar’riage was perhaps t3npical of Protestant
family life for many years. His love was faithful, hut unromantic,
and Smith says that "in casting about for an eligible wife,., it was
something of an accident that his choice fell upon Catherine von
Bora," He confided to Amsdorft "I married to gratify my father,
who asked me to marry and leave him descendants ,,, , I was not car-
ried away by passion, for I do notlove my wife that way, but esteem
her as a friend.'*^ Another time Luther wrote: "Cod willed me to
take pity on the poor abandoned girl and he has made my marriage
4
tiirn out most happily,"
But in spite of the uhromantic character of Luther’s marriage,
it was a happy one, and Luther's works, especially his letters to his
wife and children are intenseljr human and deeply appreciative of the
values to be derived from family life. It would be hard to pay a high-
er campliment to any home than Michelet paid to Luther's: "And among
these joys Luther had those of the heart, of theman, the innocent hap-
piness of the family and home, ^at family more holy, what home more
1. Corner, Cystem of Christian Ethics , p.
2. Life and Letters of Luther , p, 173, 16S,
3. Ibid, p, 175-6. 4. Ibid. p. 173.
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pure? ...Holy hospita'ble tuble, where I myself, for a long time a
guest, have fo'xnd so many iivine fruits on whioh mj^ heart yet lives
‘n-iat the Reformation did much to inaJce such home life possible is no
small |)art of its glory,
THE PROTSSTAITT PARSONAGE
The Reformation not only raised the dignity of th'^.arriage
state; it extended the possibility of 'Ghristian home life to a large
number of clergymen who had formerly been deprived of such benefits,
a fact wMch has far-reaching consequences. One might hesitate all
p
that LecI^ snys"' in his enthusiastic eulogy of the parsonage home
as over against the life of the celibate X)riest, Nevertheless, there
can be little doubt that the Protestant pastorate is more beneficial
for the family life of the parish than the Catholic priesthood, v/hich,
as Lecky says, is "separated fran mo'st of the ties and affections of
earth, viewing life chiefl3;’ through the distorted medium of the casu-
ist or the confessional, and deprived of those relationships which
more than other soften and expand the character,
A case in point here is the attitude taken by the Pope in his
recent Encyclical toward certain modern farcilj^ problems. He holds
that the "ver^r natural process of generating life has become the way
4
of death, by which original sin is passed on to posterity,,.." "Chris-
1, Ibid .
,
p,
559*
*
2, History of European Morals , Vol., II, pp, 334-5.
5, Ibid , II, 335.
^
4, "Pope Pius XI on Marriage and Morals,"
*pn. ff.
in Gurr'ent His to Feb. 1931
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tia.n parents,"* he helieves, "are destined* ,,to bring; forth dhildren
who .are to become members of the '3hj^h of Chris t ... that the worship-
pers of Crod and our Savior may daily increase,"^ Those who endeavor
scienti finally to limit tjie nvimber of children "co.mmit a deed which
2
is shameful and intrinsically '/icious," Regarding the*"health of the
mother and the danger tcjher life," he says: "Cod alone, all bountiful
and all merciful as He is, can remrd her for the fulfillment of the
office allotted to her b3^ nature, and 'vill .assiiredli^' repay her in a
measure full to overflowing," Sympath^^ is about all ne has to offer:
"'Re are deeply touched by the suffering of those parents v/ho, in ex-
2
treme want, experience great difficulty in rearing their children."
How different is the attitude of the Protestant pastor^ ^vho,
neither denying the problems nor dodging the dangers inherent in the
scientific control of life's creative forces, declares that "a right
^'q)loyment of it can be of profound personal, marital,, and racial
benefit,"' "To have as many ohildt'en as oan be •.'veil brought up," he
believes, "to space them with due regard to the mother's health, to
have them oome when they are wanted and because they are wanted—
to encour3.ge, in a word, a sane, scientifio control over this most
important part of hum;an life—is the ideal,'*
It is true that Fosdiok represents only the liberal wing of
Protestantism; and that narrowness and professional bigotry is often
too much in evidence among the Protestant pastor^’j^^'t , as a whole,
1, Ibid ,, p. 798,
3, H. H. Fosdiok,
dent
,
Vol >
2, Ibid .
.
p. xvii (in back)
"Religion and Firth Control," in OutlooS Indenen-
152>, P- 301.
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their experience 'ie fathers in families gives them a much "better
understanding of, and more syj^pathy with, modern family problems
than the average CJatholio priest possesses. This fact, of course,
should not blind us to the great work the CJatholio priesthood has
done. Perhaps, as Lecky says,"^ "no other body of men have ever ex-
hibited a more s ingle~minded and 'onworldly zeal, refracted by no
personal interests, sacrificing to duty the dearest of earthly ob-
jects, and confronting with undaunted lieroism everj?’ form of hard-
ship, of suffering, and of death,"
To measure the indirect influence of the ’leformr-t ion, through
the pinrsonage which it created, is impossible. "Te can only indicate
certain factors which are involved, ^e have seen, in the first place,
that the Protestant pastor is more likely to understand family pro-
blems than the unmarried priest, thus rendering more effective his
pastorJil work among the fcvmilies in his parish. The influence on
practical family life of the advice of an understanding pastor, and
his wife whose ministrations are no less beneficial, oannot be mea-
sured.
In the second place, the Protestant pastorate provides a new
pattern of family life, thus making its influence felt through ex-
ample as well as through counsel, leclQ? confidently asserts that
nowhere "does Chris tianit3'’ assume a more beneficial or a more win-
ning form than in those gentle clerical house-holds which stud our
1, Hi story of European Morals, Vol » II, p, 565.
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Lind, ooastituting.
.
,themost perfect t^Tpe of io;i3ectic peace, the
centre of civilization in the remotest villages. The difference
between the average minister's home and the other Thristianhomes
may no longer be as great as when Lechy wrote, and we ira^r hesitate
to believe that the parsonage family is alwaj^s "the most perfect
t3^e of domestic peace," Nevertheless, there is much truth in what
he says ,
A reference to a study of the 1922-25 edition of 7ho ' s Tho In
America may not be entirely irrelevant in this connection. This
study revealed that in 1870 (approximately the time of the notables'
births) only 0.4,^ of the gainfully employed men were clerginnen (not
including the 5,700 Catholic priests). Yet, this 0,4^ of the gain-
fulljr employed of 1870 produced 11,1;^ of the notables of 1922-5,
The clergymen were found to be 2,400 times as productive of notables
as unskilled laborers, 4 times as productive as business men, and
more than twice as productive as professional men, "Twice as large
a percentage of clergyren's sons became such conspicuously valuable
members of soceity as to win a place in Tho 's as was the case
with the sons of other professional men combined,’*
These figures lend support to Lecky's contention that the
parsonage home, when he wrote, was "the centre of ci-'/ilization in
the remotest villages." Times have changed, and this is no longer
so true as in 1870, but we cannot deny the great contribution of
1. Ibid , Vol . II, p. 554.
2. 5,V, Yisher, "A Study of the Tj^pes of the Place of Birth and of
the
Occupation of Fathers of Subjects of Sketches in Hi
America ." in The American Jorunal of Sociology,.
531-557.
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the parson-ige to social life in the past* It is not necessary to enter
into a discussion of the relative importance of heredity, environment,
educational opportunities, etc. The fact remains that an important con-
trihution has been made by the parsonage, 'vhich is a product of the Re-
formation.
MAHRIAOE 3EC0IE3 A IITTL COrJTRACT
’.Ve tiurn now to a consideration of the secularizing tenden-
cies inherent in Protestant thought and prrictice as they made them-
selves felt upon family life. The first of these was the rejection
of the sacramental theory of raarriage and the relegation of matri-
monial legislation to the civil courts. This, as we have seen, was
the position of the early Reformers,, althougl^t was practically aban-
doned after a few years by the authorities of Germany and England,
Later, however, it was again ”taken|ip and strengthened by a large and
growing party, especially in England, This party favored the complete
separation of Ghurch and State, and its influence ciulminated, as far
as marriage is concerned, in "CTrorawell *s Triiumph,'* the civil marriage
act of I6p5» Prom this date, says lichtenberger
,
dates the modern
1
era of civil- contract marriage. By this act jurisdiction was vested
in civil tribunals, and a civil ceremony was required in all cases of
valid marriage. The ceremony was performed by a justice of the peace
after due publication of bans, although the wording of the ceremony
1, Divorce, a 3tu ly in Sooial Causation , p. 60.
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wa <5 of a religious ch-racter. The whole subject of matrimonial ad-
ministration was placed in the hands of justices of the peace and
local judges*
This act was later abolished in England, and canon law tra-
titions reintroduced, but the Puritan conception of marriage was
carried over to America where it took root and flourisired, and ac-
1
cording to Ellis, constitutes the leaven which still works in pro-
ducing the liberal divorce laws of many states. Here it is iiiter-
t
esting to note the flifference in the divorce laws, and the difference
in divorce rates, between the New England States and tlie Ili idle Atlan-
tic states, where the influence of t)ie Ihunch of England, was stronger,
^ost of the Twiddle Atlantic states have very stringent divorce laws,
South Carolina making no provision for divorce, and New York allowing
divorce only for the one cause of adultery. In New England the situ-
ation is different, Massachusetts has eight grounds for divorce, and
New Hampshire has no less than foiurteen. There is a corresponding dif-
ference in divorce rates, the Middle Atlantic states having 1,53 divorces
2
per 1000 population, and the Nev/ England states having 2.56 per 1000,
It oannot be assumed, of course, that the religious differences
are the only factors making for the difference in divorce. The situa-
tion is entirely too complex for such a reduction as tlmt, but the least
we can do is admit the possibility of the religious influence upon the
legislation and practice in these two sections of country; and it is
highly probable that the Puritan influence in New England had something
1, Studies in the Psychology of Sex , Vol, 7T, p. 446,
2, droves and Ogburn, Amer 1can Marriage and Family Relations , p* 359.
(Figures are for the year 19-24)
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to do with the difference.
It is true that in the theocratic organization of the Puri-
tans the church was also the state; therefore the marriage ceremony
before the civil officer might have been considered as something of
a religious rite. But the decay of their early s3'-stem left raatri-
raonial matters in the hands of the civil authorities
»
and today when
a minister performs the marriage ceremony he acts as an agent of the
state*
The principle involved in the transfer of marriage from the
ecclesiastical to the civil courts was therefore destined to work
itself out to its logical results, although the process has been a
slow one. The religious character of marriage has become sensibly
weakened* Although the ceremonj;' still usuall;/ receives ecclesiasti-
cal benediction, the tie is not primarily a religious tie in the
minds of the parties concerned* As James Bryce writes, '*To most Pro-
testants, the wedding service in ch’urch, or before a minister of re-
ligion, is rather an ornamental ceremony than essentially a sacred
vow. The duties of the spouses are conceived of by them in a more
or less worthy way, according to their respective religious and mor-
al standards, but not generally, or at least seldom vividly, as a
1
part of their duties towards God,”
It is here that we discover one of the important and far-
reachin^g effects of the Reformation, It took away a large part of
1, .studies in Histor^f and Jurisprudence , p. 345*
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the religious halo surrounding marriage, and extended the sphere of
secular legislation over the entire province of marriage and divorce.
The ecclesiastical influence has diminished to an almost impotent
protest in many cases. There is still an abundant evidence of the
survival of the traditional religious ideas in reference to the sub-
ject, but divorce is usually granted by civil courts upon the appli-
Ocation of either party, Lichtenberger believes that '* further pro-
gress -vill bring us back to the primitive practice of conceding the
freest individual initiative in the whole realm of sexual choice
1
and relations,'*
THE PdOTESTAhT EMPHASIS 0?T THE IIJEER ESSENCE OF EAHRIACE
Another far-reaching consequence of the Reformation grows
out of the Protestant conception of the moral law. The distinction
between the Catholic and Protestant theory of the moral law has
been set forth as follows: '*For Romanists the moral law is a form-
ula imposed from without only, ’Tlien a m-nri*s action conforms to the
words of that prescribed rule he is moral, Protestantism sees that
outward acts are insufficient of themselves to constitute morality,
They are indications of the all-important state of mind or inward
disposition lying behind them. The law is to be written on the
heart. For that inward vision|Df right presents itself to our cons-
1, Divorce, a Ctudy in Cocial Causation , p, 63,
2, T. Herrmann, Faith and Morxls , p, 66,
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ctousness^ not as a rule impose! iDy an outside autho'^it^r, but as the
product of an inward activity of our O'vn soul*.**"
rt is evident that such an idea of the moral law would vital-
ly effect the marriage relationship once it •.»as ini reduced into tlsat
field of life* The Puritans tended in this direction and revolted
against formalism to the extent tliat they roiald not even allow the
giving of the ring in the ceremonj''* ^fery few of them however,, saw
the actual implications of their revolt against externalism in mar-
riage, and wlien Milton set them forth, they were not accepted* It
was Milton who carried the Puritan doctrine to' its logical conclu-
sion, and set it forth in his Doct rine and Discipline of Piyore
e
* in
1643 * There he defines marriage as "’a covanent, the very being where-
of consists not in a forced cohabitation, and counterfeit performance
of duties, but in ijinfeigned love and peace.'* Anj/ marriage that is
less than this is '’an idol, nothing in the world*”^ Tithout the
"deep and serious verity” of mutual lov4, wedlock is ”nothing but
the empty husks of a mere outside matrimony,” a mere hypocrisy*
Therefore any marriage should be freely dissoluble b3^ mutual con-
sent, or even at the desire of one of the parties* For the preven-
tion of injustice he wo’xLd have certain points referred to the magis-
trate, but di-'/oroe cannot proper 13^ belong to an3^ oif/il power, be-
cause ”oftimes the causes of seeking divorce reside so deeply in the
radical and innocent affections of nature, as is not within the dio-
1. Requoted from Pllis, Studies in the Psyoholog:/ of Rex , Vol. Ill, p, 444.
2. Ibid .
,
p. 443.
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06)56 of law to ta'nper with.” He strongly protests against the ah-
siardity of ”authorizi ng a judicial court to toss about and divulge
the unaccountable and secret reason of disaffection between man
1
and wife,”
The same ideas were expressed by some of the poets and mor-
alists, as is witnessed in the following lines from ^?eorge Thapman^s
The Grentleman Usher, written as early as 1606:
”i!ay not we now
Our contract make and marry before Heaven?
Are -not the laws of God and Natiore more
Than formal laws of men? Are outward rites
liore virtuous than the very substance is
Of hol3»- nuptials solemnized within?”^
3uch conceptions stood outside the main ciurrents of the time,
and made little impression upon marriage practices as a v7hole. But
this conception of marriage was not lost, and it is very much in evi
dence at the present time, A steadily growing number of people are
3
agreeing with Uorner' that where love, ”the first requisite in mar-
riage, no longer exists,.. the only part of marriage that remains is
the phi^sical side; but a cohabitatio that is merely/ physical, and
from which all love and affection have disappeared, is simply forni-
cation, '
Hobhouse had the saine idea ir|:^und when, in tracing the evolu-
tionary history of the modem conception of marriage, he said that
sacramental idea of marriage had again emerged on a higher plane
1, Ibid ,, p.. 445. 2. Ihid ,. p, 478,
5* System of Christian "Ethics, p. 544-5*
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'’from ’oeing a sacrament in the magical, it has hecoiae one in the
ethical, sense, The vie'-.f 'vhich considers marriage as an ethical
sacrament has been set forth by G.C, Maberly: '*1 t<ike it," he
writes, "that the Prayer Book definition of sacrament, 'the out-
ward and visible sign of an inward and spiritual grace,' is gener-
ally accepted. In .marriage the legal and physical unions are the
outward and visible signs, while the inward and spiritual g-ace is
the God-given love that makes the unionof heart and soul: and it
is precisely because I take this view of marriage that I consider
the legal and physical union should be dissolved whenever the spiri-
tual union of unselfish, divine love and affection has ceased, -It
seems to me that the sacramental view of marriage compels us to say
that those who continue the legal or physical union when the spiri-
tual union has ceased, are--to quote again from the Prayer Book words
applied to those who talce the outward sign of another sacrament when
the inward and spiritual grace is not present-- ' eating and drinking
their own damnation. '
"
3uch is the logical Implication and conclusion of the Protes-
tant conception of the moral law as applied to marriage. The marriage
ceases to be moral the moment it ceases to be an expression of the
inward disposition of the parties concerned. It is significant that
this ethical consideration is being pointed to by some as the real
gro'und for many of the divorces in the United States, Professor
1, Morals in Bvolution , p. 231,
2. Requoted from Ellis, studies in ^ Psycholog:^ of p, 480
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Jitl'isterberg, after his o^oservations in the United ‘states, wrote as
follows: ”It is the women especially, and generally the very "best
women, who prefer to take the step, with all the hardships which it
involves, to prolonging u marid.age which isspiritually hypocritical
and immoral*'*^
THE GROTTH OF lUUI VIjDUALI9M
A third influence of the Reformation, and one closel3r rela-
ted to the one we have been discussing, is the impetus given to in-
dividualism, a tendency which has been working itself out ever since.
James Bryce, after reviewing some of the -'/isible consequences of the
Reformation, 'writes as follows: "Beyond and above them there was a
change more momentous than any of its immediate results," It was
"something more profound, and fraught with mightier consequences than
any of them. It was in its essence the assertion of the principle of
individuality--that is to say, of true spiritual freedom." Ifost stu-
dents of the Reformation seem to agree in substance with Br^^ce. Arch-
ibald Main characterizes Protestantism as "the sixteenth century chal-
3 4
lenge of the individual," and Thwing declares that "the central prin-
ciples of the Reformation were the principles of human liberty and
human responsibility ; the right of every man to judge of truth and
duty for himself, and to render his account to Uod alone,"
1, rold . , p. 493,
2, The Holy R groan Empire , p, 377,
3, Christianity Light of Modern Knowledge , p, 583/
4, The Family, p, 159.
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During the Middle Agee all of the western world had "been
praotioalljr united into a papal empire. The individualistic ten-
dencies of the people had been suppressed, and their entire life,
both collective and individual, was subject to the authority of
the Church, v/h6se influence extended all the way from the baptism
of the new-born babe to the administration of extreme unction to
the dying. The Church was all things to all men, and the individual
as such had little or no place. His salvation was conditioned from
first to last by his belongong to a great corporation, in which all
distinctions
,
racial and national, were obliterated. The Reformation,
in its inner essence, was a protest against this excessive solidarity^
Under Pretestantism, salvation was no longer conditioned by corporate
relations, Luther asserted the paramoiont importance of the inner
1
life for the individual; for, as H, B, Workman says, **whatever else
justification by faith may mean it stands for the claim that between
the individual and his Saviour no corporation. , .may intervene,*^
2
'The immediate consequence of such independence , says Troeltsch,
"is necessarily a constantly growing individualism of conviction, opin-
ion, theory, and practical aim," But the full significance of this
independence was only slowly realized even in the field of religion,
3
Dorner writes that "the claims of religious personality were acknow-
ledged, but only as essentially the same in all,** The religion of the
individual was as yet determined by the political organization, and
1, Christianity in the Light of Modern Knowledge , p. 6S3.
2, Protestantism and Progress , p, 19.
3, ly stem of Christian Sthios , p» 5^7-8,
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it w;ts only the separate political states, not the individuals in
the states, that determined to work out its own religious life on
its OA-n lines. The next step towards a fuller individualism was
taken by Pietism in the Lutheran Church and by various sects, Bap-
tist and Msthodist, in the Reformed Churchy These religious move-
ments insisted that the essential element in Christian living was,
not conformity to external forms, but the individual practice of
personal piety. This subordinated doctrine to religious experience,
which is more indi^/idual than collective. Accordingly, in "^chleier-
macher^s theology, religious thought grows out of and follows reli-
gious experience. This assm'es the final step in the growth of re-
ligious individualism? namely,, the right of individual opinion, which
is considered as an essential element of Christian liberty, Protes-
tantism thus asserts the right of the individual to enter into direct
communibn with GTod, to think freely about religious matters, and to
join or not join any partlcul-ar religious soceity.^
The individualism to which the Reformcition gave impetus was
not confined to the field of religion, emancipating the individual
from the ctontrol of an ecclesiastical syetem. It was also a social
force, a tendency toward the emancipation of the individual from so-
cial restraint; and its development in the social field corresponds
very closely with its development in the religious field. This ten-
dency first made? itself manifest in the political revolutions of the
1. Ehrhardt, "rndivi duals i m, in Encyclopedia of Religj.on and Ethios ,
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18th oentury, and is still working Itself out in all grooving de-
mooracies,
_'*T}iat which we call Individualism,” vjfrites James Bryce,
^
'•viz., the desire of each person to io what he or she pleases, to
tratify his or her tastes, likings, caprices, to leal a life which
shall he uncontrolled hy another's will—this grows stronger.”
This growing individualism had little or no effect upon fam-
ily life until about the middle of the 19th century, when it became
confluent with the rising tide of the Romantic movement. Hien these
two streams were united the tendency was to exalt the individual to
the extent that social rules were disregarded, as the lives of Byron
and Shelley testify. These, of course, were extreme oases, hut by
the beginning of the second half of the 19th century marriage began
to be looked upon more from the individual than from the social
point of view. Even Schleiermacher held for some time that 'iiarriage
2
could be dissolved if the two indivj.duals no longer suited each other.
In more recentt times the^leformation Individualism and the Roman-
tic movement have united with a third force, the Industrial Revolution,
v/hich has changed the whole economic basis of the family, rendering it
possible for the woman as well as the man to fulfill the principles of
3
romantic individua^lismi^ These three movements, according to Mowrer
are the "triple rootts” of modern family disorganizat ion. The Reform-
ation represented an impetus to individualism, to the emancipation of
the individual from group control. The Romantic movement was a revolt
1, otudies History and Jurisprudence , p. 850.
2, Ehrhardt, "Individualism,” in Encyclopedia of Religion.
aM Ethic_s.
3, Eamily 'Disorganization, pp. 4—5.
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of youth against the domination of parents in the arrangement of
marriage. And the Industrial revolution brought about the actual
or potential economic independence of 'vomen, and, at the same time,
removed the close control of the primary/ group, a control which had
1
for centuries made for family stability,
Tith these forces at work, the characteristic attitude toward
2
the institution of marriage, Lichtenberger suggests, is similar to
that s et forth in the Declaration of Independence concerning govern-
ment, Marriage exists to promote life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness; and when for any reason it becomes destructive of those
ends, it is the right of the parties to alter or to abolish it and
to organize a new one, laying its foundation on such principles as
shall seem most likely to effect their welfare and happiness.
That this attitude toward the family is growing is evidenced
by the increasing number of those who speak and write in behalf of
a growing freedom of the individual from the restrictions of the
conventional monogamic marriage. The open advocates of this view
are, on the whole, a highl:/ educated groijip, such as Bertrand 'Russell,
Dora Russell, Edward Carrjenter, Havelock Ellis, Mona Caird, and Judge
Lindsay,
To hold thej.t the Reformation is itself solely responsible for
this modex*n individualism vvould be absurd^ The most we o«n
3
her^ is what Mo’wrer asserts: that "it is in the Reformation that we
1, Ibid , pp, 5-6,
2, Divorce, A Btudy in Social Causation , p. 178.
3, Faiaily Disorganization, p, 148,
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have to look for the beginnings of indiviluallsni and for the roots
of the disorganizati on of the family today,'*
AND CONCLUSION
The CTatholio conception of marriage wag based upon two strange-
ly contradictory ideals, both held at the same time by the same in-
dividuals, On the one hand was the ideal of celibacy, held by all
the later Chruch Fathers, and opposed to it was the theory of the
sacramental natiu’e of the marriage bond. These tv/o ideas ran their
course during the Middle Ages and became woven into|the fabric of
the canon law^ the celibate ideal issuing iii required sacerdotal
celibacy, and the sacramental dogma in the indissolubility of the
marriage tie and in the doctrine of exclusive ecclesiastical juris-
diction in matrimonial matters. The canon law was the product of
an attempt to combine the Roman, the Cerraan, and the Christian ideas
of marriage; consequently, it was shot through with a multitude of
contradictions and verb.\l subtleties, which gave rise to the corrupt
ijractices gi''owing out of the annulment of marriages and to a great
degree of confusion in regard to the jnarriage contracts. The celi-
bate ideal gapped the foundations of domestic life "oy promoting im-
morality -uQong the priests and people, by breeding a contempt for
..'omanhood, and by despising the married state as lower in virtue
than that of celibif.cy. In spite of the fact that the great mass of
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nankind was living up to the best standards tliat It knew, the evils
growing out of Gatiiolic praotioes were heooming a great hiurden to
CThi'istendom,
The consciences of the Reformers rose up against these' evils,
and revolted against thfj'vhole ethical and ecclesiastical system,
The^T- affirmed the natural and scriptural right of all men and women
to marry, definitely revoking the celibate, ideal. The sacramental
nature of marriage v;as denied, and the jurisdiction of matrimonial
matters relegated to the temporal authorities. The Catholic system
of impediments and the verbal distinctions between valid and legal
contracts were abolished, although the Reformers fell into a similar
confusion with their conditional and unconditional betrothals. Con-
cerning divorce the Reformers were very conservative^ although they
did allow it for the two causes of adulterj^ and desertion, Shortly
after the beginning of the Reforriation the legislation concerning
marriage fell back into the old rut, and the final triumph of civil
marri-ige was delayed unti^;!iuch later.
The liberty of the Reformation tended in many cases to give
way to license, and widespread immorality resulted from the addition
of religious zeal to perverted doctrine. Many of these evils, how-
ever, were but a part of the general upheaval which always follows
a revolution, and were not lasting, Tlie lasting and far-reaching ef-
fects of the Reformation are the following: A new dignity was ascribed
to marriage and family life by the rejection of the celibate ideal, and
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the pogsihility of aarried life was extended to the large body of
ministers, who under CTatholicism are deprived of this privilege.
Under Puritanism marriage hecame a purel:'- <^ivil contract, and their
conception of marriage was carried to the United States where it
still works as a leaven in the liberal divorce laws of many states.
The Protestant conception of th<^moral law, when applied to marriage,
places the emphasis upon the inner essence as over against the ex-
ternal form of marriage, thus leading to divorce as soon as the love
relationship ceases. And last of all, the Reformation gave a great
impetus to individualism, which is now being carried over into the
field of family relationships, thus giving rise to a demand for great-
er freedom in marriage.
Thus it seems that certain factors in modern family disorgani-
zation can be traced directly to the iiifluence of the Reformation. In
the first place, it removed much of the religious atmosphere from mar-
riage, and left the way open for th<^more liberal tendencies of civil
legislation. Therefore, as Andrews points out, "the value of the Re-
1
formation is not so much in what it did as in what it made possible.”
And in the second place, the Reformation gave a strong impetus to cer-
tain tendencies which have been working themselves o^it ever since, and
the modern revolt against the strict, conventional type of marriage is
but the culmination of a process which it set in motion.
Requoted by Andrews, ”The Social Principles and Effects of the Reforma-
tion,” in CUirist and civilization, p. 355.
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